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Abstract 
 

The desire to consider additional ecological information in management planning has 

become a pressing concern in the field of forest ecology and management. While 

intensively managed forest stands provide ecological benefits, these can be different from 

the services and values supported by native ecosystems and plant communities. To better 

understand the implications of management for biological diversity, ecosystem services, 

timber production and other interests, an ecological classification methodology matched 

with existing forest inventory and management operations is proposed and developed. 

This methodology makes use of nearly 17,000 native plant community (NPC) 

observations provided by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MNDNR) 

and others. These observations cover the period from 1964 – 2015, and coincide with 

stands monitored by the MNDNR Division of Forestry.  

The proposed imputation model (Chapter 1) represents an improvement over 

randomForest based methods in terms of accuracy, coverage, and the ability to consider 

complex categorical variables with essentially unlimited levels of detail. Extension of the 

methodology to include United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest 

Inventory and Analysis (FIA) plot observations and additional predictive characteristics 

further improves classification results (Chapter 2). The net predictive capability is 

sufficient to produce estimates of the areal extent of major forested NPCs occurring in 

Minnesota. These estimates are derived from a process utilizing the spatial overlay of 

FIA plots with MNDNR stands having NPC observations. These “observed” FIA plots 

serve as training data to classify the full set of FIA plots sampled in Minnesota. Finally, 

FIA data augmented with imputed NPC classifications are used to assess relationships 

between NPC classifications and growth and yield characteristics of the forests in each 

community (Chapter 3). Results indicate that NPC classification often corresponds to 

meaningful distinctions between different growth patterns and eventual yield of forested 

stands. 
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Imputation can provide us with timely and accurate knowledge of NPC distribution, 

abundance, successional state, demographic, and economic relationships. This enhanced 

understanding of landscape-scale ecological conditions can, in turn, lead to better 

informed management decisions based on the extrapolation of observed ecological 

conditions and growth parameters to very similar, nearby management units.  
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Imputing plant community classification from associated forest inventory and 

physiographic data in Minnesota, USA 

David C. Wilsona 

a Department of Forest Resources, College of Food Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, University 

of Minnesota, 115 Green Hall, 1530 Cleveland Ave. N., St. Paul, MN 55108, USA, wils0602@umn.edu.  

Summary 

Conditions defining growing space (e.g., sum of all relevant biotic and abiotic factors) are 

used to systematically associate forested stands with likely native plant community 

(NPC) classifications. Imputation methodology to link ecological information with forest 

inventory records, i.e., to individual stands is developed and tested. These efforts will 

reduce the cost of obtaining needed ecological data with the detail and site specificity 

required for regional landscape-scale management. Associative techniques similar to 

those used by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources native plant sampling 

program to group sites sharing multiple conditions and plant species are employed. 

However, the focus here is on linking plant community observations with conditions 

observed during routine forest stand inventory efforts. Unique associations of herbaceous 

plants are thought to occur in conjunction with different sets of trees on sites with 

appropriate soils, physiography, moisture, and disturbance histories. Following this 

hypothesis, NPC assignments based on field observation of herbaceous and woody plants 

are used as a source of training data to identify and categorize stands already 

characterized by routine forest inventory efforts. Additional soils, climate, and 

physiographic data have also been associated with NPC and forest inventory observations 

to provide information about shared characteristics influencing vegetation on a site. 

Imputed classifications provide 4 levels of information about ecological conditions on a 

stand; ecological system, floristic region, and moisture and nutrient availability. Results 

suggest that with 13 ecological systems, we might expect an average of 70% ± 10% of 

imputations to be correct at the system level. Imputation of floristic region, moisture 

index, and nutrient index ratings resulted in roughly 90% accuracy for each component. 

The compounding of small error rates in components of the NPC class code leads to a 

47% ± 10% rate of success over failure in imputation of the class a stand might later be 

mailto:wils0602@umn.edu
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assigned based on relevé data. Relative correspondence of imputed classes to those 

assigned through observation (e.g., similarity to the true classification; precision) is 

roughly 87%. Essentially, this means that even when incorrect, imputed classes are very 

close to those assigned based on observation of physical and vegetative associations. This 

level of success will help bio-regional landscape management efforts through savings in 

NPC mapping and classification efforts, and the ecological understanding provided. 

Keywords: forest inventory, native plant community, classification, imputation, 

physiography, maximum likelihood.  

 

1. Introduction 

A driving force behind this research is an interest in using detailed ecological information 

in the process of developing and selecting appropriate management options for forested 

stands and ecosystems. The desire to make use of detailed ecological information pre-

supposes a knowledge and understanding of the distribution, and successional state of 

various native plant communities (NPCs) composing the local and bio-regional 

ecosystems. NPC classifications are based on 4 class code components (Figure 1) 

defining the ecological system, floristic region, moisture and nutrient conditions 

occurring at a site. Unfortunately, such information is only rarely available with the level 

of detail, coverage, and site specificity needed to make timely decisions for management 

(e.g., harvest scheduling, wildlife habitat enhancements, water quality protection, 

maintenance of biodiversity, and other values) at multiple scales. This research seeks to 

bridge this gap by leveraging what we do know about NPC distribution and landscape 

associations to assign appropriate NPC classifications to individual forest stands.    

Native plant community associations1 develop on a landscape scale over many years 

(e.g., decades to millennia). Different sites will foster the development of different NPC 

associations based on physiographic and climatic conditions, the propagule sources 

                                                             
1 Native plant community classes are defined as units of vegetation that generally have uniform soil 
texture, soil moisture, soil nutrients, topography, and disturbance regimes (MNDNR 2003). MNDNR 
currently recognizes approximately 99 distinct NPC classes, with additional types and subtypes defined for 
many (MNDNR 2006).  
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prevailing locally, and disturbance history. The time of year a disturbance occurs, its 

intensity, and the time between disturbances all influence plant community development. 

Changes in these factors produces great variation in the structure and composition of 

resulting communities (MNDNR 2003). Terrain, soil characteristics, and prevailing 

climate are also related to the frequency, intensity, and timing of fires, drought, 

windstorms, ice storms, and extreme snowfall events. These relationships are thus 

suggestive of likely predictor variables related to NPC classification. 

Because plant community development is strongly influenced by the combined growing 

space (e.g., sum of all biotic and abiotic factors affecting plant development) and 

disturbance history of a site, it is possible to use existing vegetation and abiotic 

conditions to identify similarities among sites on the landscape (Aaseng et al. 2011, 

MNDNR 2013). It is important, however, to note that observed patterns may be related to 

either physical site characteristics, disturbance history, or both. As discussed above, 

terrain and climate largely control the frequency and intensity of fires, windstorms, and 

precipitation, so these factors, combined with vegetative observations, can be used as a 

surrogate where disturbance history is unknown. We can then group sites according to 

their physical qualities and the plant associations best able to make use of the growing 

space represented by that site. The extent to which existing vegetation on a site has been 

shaped by the interplay of dispersal, competition, succession, and periodic disturbance 

determines the likely success of using the methodology developed here to identify the 

same NPC class(es) that would be selected using detailed observation of plant 

associations. 

Growing space is shaped by physical site characteristics, but also by the effects of inter 

and intra-specific competition for light, nutrients, moisture, and less obvious needs. For 

these reasons, dominant tree species, successional state, and the extent to which a site has 

been captured by tree canopy are relevant to the growing space available for both tree and 

herbaceous species to become established and persist on a bioregional landscape. 

Herbaceous plant associations provide additional information helpful to differentiating 

finer NPC classifications (Figure 1) related to variations in regional to microsite scale 

conditions (Aaseng et al. 2011, MNDNR 2003, MNDNR 2013).  
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Figure 1.  Native plant community class code example. 
    The system employed for constructing NPC  
      class codes uses four distinct components:  
     1.) Ecological system, 2.) Floristic region,  
     3.) Moisture regime, and 4.) Nutrient regime.  
      Moisture and nutrients are ranked from low (0)  
      to high (9). 

 

This research explores methodology and performance of imputation modelling designed 

to identify most likely NPC class associations for forested stands managed by Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources (MNDNR). In doing so, the hypothesis that tree cover 

and abiotic conditions are highly correlated with the unique associations of plants 

identified by field ecologists using the relevé method (MNDNR 2013) is tested. Hence, 

performance of the imputation model developed here can also be thought of as a further 

test of the hypothesis that systematically sampled, detailed vegetation lists are truly 

necessary for classification of forested plant communities at some desired level of detail. 

Additionally, the hypothesis that inclusion of a detailed ecological predictor (e.g., land 

type association; Cleland 1997) in the imputation model will enhance classification 

accuracy is also tested. Implications of the imputation model for relevé survey and forest 

inventory design, cost, and timing are also explored. 

 

2. Material and methods 

2.1 Data and Pre-Analysis 
 

Initially, a review of available data tracking variables related to forest ecosystem 

development and growth in Minnesota is needed. Variables of interest include soil, 

landform, temperature, moisture, and nutrient availability, as all are important factors 

contributing to native plant community development.  

 

 

               2              4 

FD n 4 3 
     1                      3 
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2.1.1 Forest Inventory 

MNDNR Division of Forestry maintains a Forest Inventory Management database (FIM), 

used to track stand inventory data for the 202,151 stands (5.5 million acres – 2.2 million 

hectares, 4.17 million forested acres – 1.7 million forested hectares) administered by the 

agency. Observations detailing major forest cover type, tree species present and order of 

importance, stand age, basal area, timber volume, physiographic class, topography, and 

other site characteristics are recorded in this data set (MNDNR 1981). Most stands have 

been sampled in the past 10 years. However, many of the slower growing swamp conifer 

stands have not been visited in up to 30 years. 

 

2.1.2 Native Plant Community Observations / Ecological Classification System 

A total of 16,913 native plant community observations made by MNDNR Division of 

Ecological and Water Resources and others between 1964 and 2015 (MNDNR 2015) are 

employed in this research.  The publication Field Guide to the Native Plant Communities 

of Minnesota: The Laurentian Mixed Forest Province (MNDNR 2003) provides an 

overview of the classification process. This guide also contains a dichotomous key to 

help distinguish finer details of NPCs found in that ecological province. The MNDNR 

field methodology for NPC sampling is further detailed in the Handbook for collecting 

vegetation plot data in Minnesota: The Relevé Method 2nd edition (MNDNR 2013). 

Spatial data mapped under the National Hierarchical Framework of Ecological Units 

(Cleland et al. 1997) were also used to inform the imputation model. Units corresponding 

to ecological subsections and land type associations were used to provide information 

relevant to potential plant community development on regional and local scales 

respectively.  

 

2.1.3 Soils 

The Soil Survey Geographic Data Base (SSURGO) produced by United States 

Department of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS 2016) has not 

been completed for parts of northern Minnesota. Consequently, an alternative, the 
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Minnesota Soil Atlas (LMIC 2004), was used. The Minnesota Soil Atlas is a geospatial 

dataset compiled by the University of Minnesota’s Department of Soil, Water and 

Climate in collaboration with Minnesota’s Land Management Information Center 

(LMIC; now MnGeo) from detailed soil surveys published by NRCS between 1969 and 

1981. Low resolution spatial data (40 acre – 16.2 hectare mapping unit) included in this 

mapping effort describe land position, soil drainage, soil texture, soil landscape unit, 

thickness of the rooting zone, and available water, potassium, phosphorus, and PH across 

the entire state. Because the intent of this research is to characterize conditions on the 

scale of a forest stand (10-1,000 acres – 4 - 405 hectares), with wall-to-wall coverage, 

data layers included in the Minnesota Soil Atlas are examined here. Data layers 

describing soil productivity (Schaetzl et al. 2012) and drainage (Schaetzl et al. 2009) for 

the lower 48 states at a 250m resolution were also assessed for use with the imputation 

modelling. 

 
2.1.4 Climate Data 

Additional information describing predominant growing season (e.g., May – September) 

climate over 30 years (1981 – 2010) was also used to inform the model (PRISM 2016). 

Climate variables considered included average maximum temperature and total 

precipitation observed during the period of primary interest. 

 

2.1.5 Geospatial Analysis 

Initially, geospatial analysis techniques were used to create a spatial join between FIM 

stands and NPC relevé observations. This process was completed using one-to-many 

(e.g., one stand may have multiple corresponding NPC relevés) intersect and spatial join 

functions in ArcGIS10.2 (ESRI 2013).  Next, a geographic information system (GIS) was 

used to associate the hybrid FIM-NPC spatial data with additional soils, landform, 

climate, physiographic, and ecological data. Augmented forest inventory and NPC data 

were then used to assess variable importance and association of predictor variables with 

NPC class observations. 
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2.1.6 Predictor Selection 

 

Initial predictor selection used the package randomForest (Breiman 2001, Liaw and 

Wiener 2002, Cutler et al. 2007, Packalén et al. 2012) in R (R Core Team 2015) to select 

variables with the highest relative importance to NPC classification. Both the mean 

decrease in accuracy and the decrease in the Gini Index of inequality (Gini 1912) were 

used to assess predictor importance. The mean decrease in accuracy quantifies the loss of 

predictive power when a variable is dropped from the model. The Gini Index, from the 

socio-economic literature, is used here as a measure of predictor efficiency in 

differentiating classes. The dual selection approach enabled by randomForest yielded a 

different ranking of predictor variables from each method (Table 1). 

A surrogate for tree species dominance status was created by ranking each tree species by 

the proportion of basal area it contributes to the stand. Direct observation of tree crown 

class (e.g., proportion of stem supporting live branches) can also be used, if available 

(e.g., for United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Forest Inventory and 

Analysis – henceforth FIA; Miles 2014), and may provide a more reliable dominance 

metric (Wilson and Ek In Review). The first through third most dominant tree species by 

basal area were considered in this analysis. The more detailed Ecological Classification 

System (ECS) land type association (LTA) had too many factor levels (203 LTAs in 

Minnesota) for inclusion in the randomForest importance analysis, but was assessed 

separately using methodology described here. Limitation of missForest, the imputation 

component of randomForest, to categorical variables with 53 levels or fewer, results in 

the need for this separate assessment of importance. This limitation also required a 

simplification of the dependent variable (NPC Class) to just the 52 most common classes 

plus a combined class for all more rare plant communities. Any or all of the predictors 

ranked among the top 8 by the variable importance analysis, plus LTAs were used in the 

final imputation to identify likely NPC associations. 
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Table 1. Variable importance for assignment of NPC class as assessed using randomForest. Predictors 

considered in the preliminary analysis of variable importance to NPC classification are ranked by relative 

influence on success of differentiating among classes. The effect of predictors on success of differentiation 

is quantified using two methods in randomForest (Breiman 2001, Liaw and Wiener 2002, Cutler et al. 

2007, Packalén et al. 2012).  First, the mean decrease in classification accuracy observed by removing a 

variable from the set of predictors is assessed. Second, the mean decrease in the Gini index (Gini 1912) of 

inequality is calculated as individual predictors are removed from the model. A larger change in the Gini 

index indicates that a predictor is more efficient in differentiating among clusters of similar classes.   

Predictor 
Random 
Forest 

Rank 
(Accuracy) 

Rank 
(Gini) Used Source 

Growing season precipitation Yes 1 2 Yes PRISM (1981-2010) 
Growing season temperature Yes 2 1 Yes PRISM (1981-2010) 
Ecological subsection name Yes 3 4 Yes Cleland et al. 1997 

Land type association No NA NA Yes Cleland et al. 1997 

Land position Yes 4 8 Yes MN Soils Atlas (LMIC 2004) 
Drainage index Yes 5 5 Yes Schaetzl et al. 2009 
Forest cover type Yes 6 7 Yes MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Main tree species Yes 7 6 Yes MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Basal area Yes 8 3 Yes MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Thickness of rooting zone Yes 9 14 No MN Soils Atlas (LMIC 2004) 
PH Yes 10 15 No MN Soils Atlas (LMIC 2004) 
Third tree species Yes 11 11 No MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Second tree species Yes 12 10 No MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Fourth tree species Yes 13 12 No MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Productivity index Yes 14 13 No Schaetzl et al. 2012 
Physiography Yes 15 16 No MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Topography Yes 16 17 No MNDNR (2015) - FIM 
Soil landscape unit Yes 17 9 No MN Soils Atlas (LMIC 2004) 

 
 

 
2.2 Calculation / Imputation  

Imputation is, essentially, the assignment of likely values or characteristics to entities for 

which we have incomplete data based on associations made with similar entities for 

which we do have complete data. Observed characteristics of the entity to be imputed 

serve to inform the most likely value or characteristic chosen by the imputation method. 

In this case, we have 16,913 NPC training observations collected between 1964 and 2015 

by MNDNR and others (MNDNR 2015). Each of these observations falls within a 
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polygon outlining a management unit, usually a forested stand, under the administration 

of MNDNR. Relevé locations used in this analysis are typically chosen by the field 

researcher to be a high quality, representative sample of the vegetation in that stand, and 

avoid any signs of human-related disturbance (MNDNR 2013).  

Initial attempts to use pre-existing imputation packages proved unsatisfactory. Both 

missForest (Stekhoven and Bühlmann 2012), an add-on to the popular randomForest 

package (Breiman 2001, Liaw and Wiener 2002, Cutler et al. 2007, Packalén et al. 2012), 

and earth (Milborrow 2016) were used in R (R Core Team 2015) to perform test 

classifications. Input records included only those with complete predictor data, so the 

only variable being imputed was NPC class, rather than a random subset of missing 

values for both dependent and independent variables. The results from both packages 

were similar, with 42-48% positive predictive value (e.g., correct NPC class assignment), 

and roughly half of all missing classes not imputed. The R package “mice” (Multivariate 

Imputation by Chained Equations - van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011) was also 

used in a separate attempt to perform the desired classification. Unfortunately, the 

architecture of the “mice” programming was unable to accommodate all of the factor 

levels (> 65 million possible combinations) associated with the predictor and response 

variables. Because of the relatively poor performance (e.g., coverage and accuracy) of 

these pre-existing imputation packages for the complex categorical associations involved 

here, alternative methodology was developed.  

First, the data were stratified into 3 broad land cover types corresponding to forest 

(12,746 records), non-forest (497 records), and non-stocked (3,178 records) land. An 

additional 492 records contained incomplete NPC class codes, and were removed from 

the analysis. Non-stocked stands included grasslands, brush lands, and other land types 

that could support trees, but currently do not have substantial tree cover. Data from the 

forested stratum were then used to inform imputations for stand polygons. Finally, a 3 

step process (Figure 2) founded in record linkage theory (Fellegi and Sunter 1969), rough 

set theory (Pawlak 1982), and maximum likelihood estimation (Fisher 1925) is used to 

identify the most likely classifier based on matches between the physical and biotic 

characteristics of known NPCs and unclassified stands. This process uses characteristics  
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Figure 2. Imputation model process diagram. First, a set of antecedents is defined by fixing predictor 
variables at the levels observed for the focal stand record. Next, maximum likelihood methodology (Fisher 
1925) is used via the likelihood ratio test (Wilks 1938) to identify the maximum likelihood estimate for 
NPC classification. Finally, the MLE is imputed as the expected classifier for the focal stand. 

 

from a focal polygon to define an approximation space, or query, composed of stand 

records with characteristics matching those of the focal stand. This approximation space 

encompasses a cluster of training records which are indistinguishable, or homogenous, in 

terms of the antecedents, but may differ in their NPC classification. From a statistical 

modelling perspective, each antecedent fixes one of the model predictors at a specified 

level. Likelihoods associated with different NPC outcomes in the smaller approximation 

space are then compared to the global likelihood of the same outcome. 

Maximum likelihood techniques comparing the frequency of observed NPC classes to the 

null hypothesis of likelihood proportionate to global observations are used via the 

likelihood ratio test (LRT) (Wilks 1938). Fellegi and Sunter (1969) claim that the optimal 

linkage rule (e.g., the maximum likelihood estimate, or MLE, given the data) is 

equivalent to the likelihood ratio test. Finally, the most likely NPC class (e.g., the class 

with the largest LRT statistic) among records encompassed by the approximation space is 

imputed as the most likely NPC association. Because multiple NPC classes were 

observed on some stands, the second through fifth most likely NPC associations are also 

kept as additional potential classes present. The process is then repeated for all records in 

the forest inventory database.  

The initial imputation process relied heavily on dynamically generated SQL (Structured 

Query Language) applied within a logical framework written in Visual Basic for 
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Applications (VBA) (Microsoft 2013). Each record in the list was sequentially used as 

the basis for defining an approximation space in the form of a SQL query. The 

approximation space corresponds to an exponential family (e.g., multinomial) sub-model 

defined by predictors fixed at specific levels by characteristics of the focal record (e.g., 

stand). The larger model, used as a reference for the a priori distribution of NPC classes, 

is defined by the union of all relevant predictor levels associated with stands classified 

via relevé observations. The process was then translated to the more analysis oriented R 

computing and statistical environment (Code Box 1) (R Core Team 2015).  

Antecedents defining the approximation space are initially quite stringent, involving up to 

9 unique conditions which must be met for inclusion in the cluster of matching training 

records. If insufficient matching records are returned, conditions are sequentially dropped 

until a cluster containing sufficient matching records for a Chi-square frequency analysis 

(e.g., ((obs-exp)^2)/exp) ~ χ2; df = # of parameters fixed for sub-model) is found. A 

lower limit of 5 NPC observations in the approximation space is used here. The use of 

more conditions (e.g., fixed parameters) in the antecedent for a given sub-model produces 

a smaller and more precise cluster with less variability in observed NPC classes. The 

number of parameters fixed for any given sub-model approximation space can then be 

used in combination with cluster purity (Parmar et al. 2007, Herawan et al. 2010) as a 

basis for sorting good imputations from more suspect decisions. In this case, the cluster is 

the set of NPC classes encompassed by the approximation space. Cluster purity is then a 

measure of classifier homogeneity in the approximation space. Imputation results are then 

cumulated for decisions made using progressively fewer predictors. 

Key variables used to define approximation spaces include average summer precipitation, 

average maximum summer temperature, drainage index, ecological subsection or land 

type association, forest cover type, primary tree species, basal area, and land position. 

Predictors were relaxed sequentially in order of importance to allow for greater coverage 

of the resulting imputation. The number of predictors used in each imputation was 

recorded as the degrees of freedom associated with the exponential family sub-model for 

the decision space.  
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Code Box 1. Simplified R code for imputation of multivariate class associations. 

#Construct a loop to sequentially evaluate each inventory 
#record. 
 
for (i in 1:nrow(impFIM.char)) { 

   #Subset training data to select records matching the  
   #predictors. ”$Antecedent” refers to one or more matching  
   #conditions used. 
 
   NPC.match<-subset(NPCFIM.char, NPCFIM.char$Antecedent ==     
   impFIM.char$Predictor[i], select=NPC_CLASS) 

   #If there are enough matching relevés, enumerate them. 
 
   if(nrow(NPC.match) >= 5){ 

summary.NPC<-data.frame(summary(NPC.match)) 
colnames(summary.NPC)[1]="Count" 
summary.NPC$Purity<-
(summary.NPC["Count"]/sum(summary.NPC$Count)) 

#Use Likelihood Ratio Test against hypothesis of  
#proportionate probability. A multinomial model  
#is used with df = k fixed predictors. Predictors  
#are fixed by matching rules used in the antecedent. 

summary.NPC$l.hat<-
summary.NPC["Count"]/sum(summary.NPC$Count)  
summary.NPC$l.null<-(NPC[match(row.names(summary.NPC),  
NPC$Class),"Prob"])  
#NPC is a list of observed class proportions. 

#Calculate LRT statistic and p-value.  
 
summary.NPC$LRT<- 2*log((summary.NPC$l.hat/ 
summary.NPC$l.null)) 
summary.NPC<- summary.NPC[order(-summary.NPC$LRT),]       

#Update stand record to NPC class with largest LRT  
 statistic. 

impFIM.char$NPC1<-row.names(summary.NPC)[1] 

    } 

  } 
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Evaluation of the relative likelihood of different NPC classes included in the set of 

matching records was performed using LRT methodology to identify the maximum 

likelihood estimator (MLE). Degrees of freedom are equal to the number of fixed 

parameters used in the antecedent for the sub-model approximation space. This test 

provides information on the likelihood of finding at least the observed number of records 

matching a given class in a cluster of the observed size. Both p-values and total number 

of matches in a given class were used to calculate a variable called Evidence. Evidence 

(range: 0 - Infinity) is calculated as (Counti – 1)/(exp(p-valuei)-1), where the subscript i 

refers to elements in the list of NPC classes matching a given antecedent. This approach 

helps to screen out random noise occurring when a single unusual NPC match for the 

given antecedent occurs by chance, and amplifies the signal from unusually frequent 

classes. This amplification is proportionate to the likelihood ratio associated with the 

observations of a given class in the approximation space. 

The LRT statistic is calculated as LRT = 2*ln(L.hati/L.nulli), where L.hati is the 

proportion associated with distinct NPC classes present in the approximation space and 

L.nulli is the probability of sampling the given class from the full set of NPC 

observations. To allow analysis of model performance for each of the 4 NPC class code 

components (Figure 1), individual summarizations of the approximation space were also 

created for each class code component. Results are then ranked by Evidence and by LRT 

statistic to determine their position in the cluster of imputed classes for the given 

antecedent.   

Model selection using a modified AIC (Akaike 1973) approach indicates that a model 

allowing for the cumulation of imputations made with progressively fewer predictors 

should be preferred for greatest parsimony and coverage. A formulation of AIC similar to 

that used by Figueiras and Cadarso-Suárez (2001) is employed, with the addition of a 

penalty for lack of coverage. This method of cumulating imputations bears a striking 

resemblance to the generalized affine functions described by Geyer (1990), in which the 

supremum function corresponds to the full set of classifiers (and the likelihoods of those 
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classifiers) imputed using decreasing model dimensionality until the MLE for all objects 

in the database has been identified. Such a function is described by the definite integral: 

   ∫ 𝑒𝑒ℎ  𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =  ∫ 𝑒𝑒ℎ   𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  𝐷𝐷 , 

where, cl D (closure D) is the domain of all log likelihoods (h) associated with potential 

classifiers (λ). The cumulant function then identifies the MLE (θ), which maximizes: 

   𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃) =  ∫ 𝑒𝑒<𝑥𝑥,𝜃𝜃>  𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥), 

across predictors (x) defining each face (e.g., hyperplane) of the generalized affine model. 

The main difference between the current approach and models discussed by Geyer (1990) 

is that the impMLE analysis keeps the classifier identified using the highest dimension 

model providing sufficient support for a decision (e.g., >= 5 matching records). 

 

2.2.1 Application to a New Population 

Finally, bootstrap validation was used in two separate approaches to explore likely model 

performance when applied to a new population of forest inventory stands. This process 

examines the possibility that despite efforts to provide a representative sample of NPCs 

on the landscape, the training data might be missing some portion of total variability 

present in the population (e.g., the full set of 202,151 stands managed by MNDNR). At 

the outset of this research, 11,131 complete NPC relevés sampled on forestland prior to 

2013 were available. An additional 2,301 complete relevés were observed on forested 

stands during the 2013 - 2015 field seasons. Complete relevés are considered to be those 

classifying a site with a full four part class code (e.g., over 400 incomplete classifications 

of forested stands were not used here).  

The first validation procedure assumes that NPC samples available at the onset of the 

project are independent from relevés collected during the 2013 – 2015 period. Following 

this assumption, repeated samples of 100 records each were taken from the newer data 
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for use in testing the model. Each small sample of more recently observed stands was 

then imputed using the older set of observations to inform the model. Imputations were 

then compared with observations to repeatedly assess performance of the model. Over 

1,000 repetitions, this process explores the likely variability in model performance when 

applied to a new sample of 100 FIM stands. 

The second bootstrap process uses all of the relevé data to inform the model, but enforces 

an out-of-bag association. This out-of-bag process screens observations corresponding to 

stands in the focal block of test records from the training data used for that iteration of the 

bootstrap. Test data sets were repeatedly constructed by resampling the full set of 

observed stands, with replacement.  

 

3. Results 

Results of testing on the new data for forested stands (Table 2a.) were similar to the out 

of bag bootstrap analysis (Table 2b.). When considering combined class code 

components of the most likely imputation, mean absolute Accuracy was estimated at 

53.44% with an approximate 95% confidence interval of ± 10% for the split data (e.g., 

pre-2013 vs. 2013+). The out of bag bootstrap suggests that roughly 55.12% ± 10% 

accuracy can be expected when applying the model to a truly independent population. 

The measure Accuracy is calculated as Accuracy = System*Region*Moisture*Nutrient. 

Accuracy for System and Region are Bernoulli distributed (e.g., 0 or 1), while Water and 

Nutrient reflect the relative distance of the imputed indicator from observations on a 0 to 

1 scale, where 1 indicates perfect agreement. The measure Precision is calculated as 

Precision = (System + Region + Moisture + Nutrient)/4. Precision (mean = 0.867±0.03) 

shows that imputed NPC class codes are typically quite close to the codes arrived at 

through analysis of relevé data, with errors concentrated in imputation of ecological 

system. 

Bootstrapped imputation performance measures were normally distributed for 1,000 sets 

of 100 stands resampled from the set of observed stands. For the measures with a range   
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Table 2. Bootstrap performance results for 100,000 imputations. a) Bootstrap imputation performance 

results1 for 1,000 sets of 100 imputations testing the split data. b) Distribution of bootstrap imputation 

performance results for 1,000 sets of 100 out of bag imputations. 

a.) 

Split data: 1964-2012 vs. 2013-2015 

 Imputed Exact System Region Water Nutrient Accuracy Precision 
min 0.8800 0.2778 0.5361 0.7500 0.9021 0.9031 0.3915 0.8054 
mean 0.9564 0.4548 0.6795 0.9010 0.9354 0.9322 0.5344 0.8620 
max 1.0000 0.6042 0.8229 0.9896 0.9633 0.9594 0.7113 0.9203 
upr.95 0.9900 0.5579 0.7742 0.9583 0.9537 0.9495 0.6373 0.8960 
lwr.95 0.9100 0.3471 0.5773 0.8333 0.9146 0.9135 0.4343 0.8265 

b.) 

Out of Bag Imputations 

 Imputed Exact System Region Water Nutrient Accuracy Precision 
min 0.8900 0.3402 0.5543 0.7778 0.9032 0.9020 0.4036 0.8131 
mean 0.9655 0.4688 0.7073 0.8929 0.9326 0.9348 0.5512 0.8669 
max 1.0000 0.6042 0.8542 0.9794 0.9642 0.9579 0.6910 0.9139 
upr.95 1.0000 0.5670 0.8000 0.9490 0.9505 0.9516 0.6522 0.9008 
lwr.95 0.9200 0.3673 0.6082 0.8265 0.9126 0.9158 0.4540 0.8315 

1 Imputed refers to the proportion of unclassified test records receiving an imputed classification. Exact 

refers to imputations for which the first, or most likely, imputation matches one or more observations made 

on the stand. System, Region, Water, and Nutrient refer to average accuracy for each component of the 

NPC class code. Accuracy is calculated as System * Region * Water * Nutrient, and reflects the combined 

closeness of imputed NPC class components to observations. Precision measures how tightly the 

imputations are clustered around some mean class by averaging the Accuracy of each class code 

component. 

of 0 to 1, this distribution could be described as N(π, σ), where π is the mean value 

statistic for the set of 1,000 small samples evaluated here, and σ, the standard deviation of 

the statistic, is approximated by 0.5 * (UPR.95 – LWR.95)/1.96. See Figure 3 for 

examples of two of these model performance distributions. 

A comparison of imputation results against those from missForest is presented in Table 3. 

When degrees of freedom associated with imputations are used to stratify the results, we 

can compare performance metrics against those provided by missForest. Overall, the 

proportion of false classifications provided by missForest for the test data is  
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a.)            b.) 

Figure 3. Distribution of performance measures for bootstrap imputations. a.) Combined accuracy of 

most likely imputed NPC class code components. Accuracy is calculated by combining the means of the 

Bernoulli distributed (e.g., binary) correctness for ecological system and floristic region with the numeric 
accuracy (0-1) for moisture and nutrients. N = 1,000 samples, n = 100 imputations. b.) Mean Precision of 

most likely class.  

 

approximately 52% with 55% coverage (e.g., missing classifications imputed). A 

comparison with the current maximum likelihood estimator imputation (impMLE) uses 

between 2 and 7 predictors to classify 63-100% of missing values, with 48-54% false 

classifications. Hence, the methodology developed here is capable of using more detailed 

categorical predictors than can be accommodated by randomForest/missForest, provides 

greater coverage for the same level of accuracy, and can attain higher levels of accuracy 

by limiting results to those decisions made using more of the available predictors.  

Additional performance measures can be calculated based on the confusion matrix (Table 

4) for imputations and observations. However, these metrics provide little additional 

insight to the performance of this imputation model. Thus, they are noted here as 

background and possible options for future problems of this type. 
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Table 3. Comparison of imputation results for missForest and the current methodology (impMLE) with varying model complexity. Predictors are 
numbered according to ranked order of importance: 1. Growing season precipitation, 2. Growing season temperature, 3. Ecological subsection name, 4. Land 
position, 5. Drainage index, 6. Forest cover type, 7. Main tree species, 8. Basal area, 9. Land type association. Less important predictors were sequentially 
dropped to allow for greater coverage (# imputed / # of missing values) of the resulting imputation. Coverage corresponds to the cumulation of imputations made 
with progressively fewer predictors. Proportion of false classifications (PFC) is calculated as either 1-Accuracy or 1-Exact where Accuracy and Exact are 
calculated as described in Table 2 and Figure 3. A common model selection approach uses Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973). Here, a 
formulation of AIC similar to that presented by Figueiras and Cadarso-Suárez (2001) is used (e.g., AIC=RSS/n + 2*df*(RSS/(n-df))/n) with the addition of a 
penalty for lack of coverage. The top set of models using missForest is most comparable to impMLE models in the bottom set of rows (not shaded). 

Tool 
Coverage                        
(imputed/missing) 

PFC                   
(1-Accuracy) 

PFC              
(1-Exact) Predictors n df k RSS  AIC  

missForest 0.4 NA 0.6506 1,2,3,5     12,741  df=4 4 3186.779   1.2545  
missForest 0.5 NA 0.548 1,2,3,5,6     12,741  df=5 5 2670.514   1.0521  
missForest 0.5714 NA 0.5231 1,2,3,5,6,8     12,741  df=6 6 2425.122   0.9562  
missForest 0.625 NA 0.5378 1,2,3,4,5,6,8     12,741  df=7 7 2325.997   0.9178  
missForest 0.5556 NA 0.5243 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8     12,741  df=8 8 2468.441   0.9748  
impMLE 0.9382 0.5237 0.5589 1,2,3,4,5     93,820  >=5    7.71  58234.07   0.6208  
impMLE 0.6911 0.4441 0.4939 1,2,3,4,5,6     69,110  >=6    7.97  55481.51   0.8030  
impMLE 0.4573 0.4128 0.456 1,2,3,4,5,6,9     45,730  >=7    8.31  45670.55   0.9991  
impMLE 0.1938 0.3851 0.4516 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9     19,380  >=8    8.89  24376.16   1.2590  
impMLE 0.1718 0.3863 0.4468 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9     17,180  >=9 9 21904.5   1.2763  
impMLE 0.9381 0.5261 0.5576 1,2,3,4,5     93,810  >=5    7.19  58115.3   0.6196  
impMLE 0.6878 0.4469 0.4946 1,2,3,4,5,6     68,780  >=6    7.46  55491.7   0.8070  
impMLE 0.3853 0.4326 0.4759 1,2,3,4,5,6,8     38,530  >=7    7.90  42020.82   1.0910  
impMLE 0.3458 0.4318 0.469 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8     34,580  >=8 8 38840.26   1.1237  
impMLE 1 0.4847 0.5369 1,2   100,000  >=2    6.59  53690   0.5370  
impMLE 0.9992 0.484 0.5365 1,2,3     99,920  >=3    6.59  53687.02   0.5374  
impMLE 0.9923 0.483 0.5364 1,2,3,5     99,230  >=4    6.60  53991.04   0.5442  
impMLE 0.9058 0.4498 0.5134 1,2,3,5,6     90,580  >=5    6.69  55036.41   0.6077  
impMLE 0.8567 0.4467 0.5064 1,2,3,5,6,8     85,670  >=6    6.74  55659.8   0.6498  
impMLE 0.6353 0.4424 0.4849 1,2,3,4,5,6,8     63,530  >=7 7 53975.09   0.8498  
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Table 4. Imputation confusion matrix. Most test statistics are calculated using a combination of true 
positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) associations. Results from 
bootstrap imputation of associated NPC class (considering only the most likely class imputed) for 100,000 
stands are presented here. Statistics listed here include Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) (Mathews 
1975), F-measure (F1) (van Rijsbergen 1979), Rand Index of accuracy (RI) (Rand 1971), and positive and 
negative predictive value (e.g., PPV and NPV). 

 
 
 

Imputed 

Observed  

Imputed, 
Observed; TP 
46,312 

Imputed, Not 
Observed; FP 
53,688 

PPV = 0.4631 

Not Imputed, 
Observed; FN 
48,147 

Not Imputed, Not 
Observed; TN 
3,450,088 

NPV = 0.9862 

 MCC = 0.4760 F1 = 0.4763 RI = 0.9722 

 
 

 

4. Discussion 

Physiography is widely described as an important determinant of ecological development 

(Bowman 1911, Clement 1916, Parker and Weaver 1989). This may be in part because 

the concept of physiography includes characteristics of soils, landform, and hydrology. 

Results reported here indicate that the combination of physiography (e.g., land form and 

drainage) and climate (e.g., precipitation and temperature), while not perfect, tells us a lot 

about potential growth factors and, therefore, likely plant community composition. 

Indeed, it is the joint dependence of trees and herbaceous species on the unique growing 

space provided by a site which enables the imputation process described herein to 

function successfully. This is made clear by the closeness of imputed moisture and 

nutrient indices to the observed values.  

Interestingly, the MNDNR physiographic variable performed poorly relative to the 

separate components of land position and drainage index, and as compared against LTA. 

This is likely due to the environmental simplification inherent in a variable with only 5 

levels, as well as the fact that MNDNR methodology for observation of physiography 

(MNDNR 1981) includes many observations during snow-on conditions. LTA combines 
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similar information about the physical characteristics of a site observed in association 

with existing plant communities.  This ecologically detailed (perhaps too detailed) 

predictor provides accuracy improvements over the MNDNR physiographic variable, but 

substantially reduces coverage for similar model complexity. 

Tree cover is also indicative of the broader plant associations likely to occupy a site. 

However, tree cover alone does not inform us sufficiently as to the combination of 

herbaceous species present on the landscape and able to disperse to and dominate a site 

following disturbance. Tree species present on a site are indicative of conditions during 

stand initiation. However, for older stands there is an opportunity for a decoupling of 

historic site conditions from more recent climatic and biotic influences. This shortcoming 

of the methodology used here is apparent in the relatively lower accuracy found for the 

imputation of ecological system (roughly 70% correct imputations). This component of 

the NPC classification is most dependent on the association of herbaceous and woody 

plants found to actually be occupying a site. We can therefore conclude that inclusion of 

additional vegetative data (e.g., observations of herbaceous species and/or additional tree 

dominance data as provided by FIA) in the imputation model may improve results by 

reducing error in the imputation of ecological system.  

Compounding the errors shown in Table 2 for ecological system (70.7% Bernoulli 

accuracy) with the relatively smaller errors for floristic region (89.4% accuracy), 

moisture (92.9% accuracy), and nutrients (93.3% accuracy) results in the overall 

Accuracy rate of 54.5% for imputed class codes. These observations suggest that if the 

presence of certain herbaceous indicator species associated with the broad ecological 

systems were routinely recorded during forest inventory efforts (or added to the FIM data 

from associated Ecological Classification System sheets), it might be possible to improve 

the weakest link of the imputation process. Indeed, it is this very information collected on 

relevés which informs the conventional classification scheme used by the MNDNR. 

Adding these observations to the digital FIM database, and ensuring that relevé data are 

retained in the database after stands are harvested, could help to better differentiate 

among ecological systems and speed improvements in our knowledge. 
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While the interpretation of vegetation survey data systematically collected on relevés is 

the preferred method to positively identify NPC classes present, substantial information is 

gained through the imputation process. Variable accuracy/precision of imputed NPC 

classes, suggests that the intensity of observation needed for some stands could be 

adjusted in order to simply identify the correct NPC from the short list of likely classes 

resulting from imputation. Knowing the relative accuracy of imputations for different 

classes allows for a stratification of sampling intensity based on known patterns of error. 

Also, differentiating among 2-3, or even 5, similar classes should, on average, be easier 

and less expensive than the sampling needed to differentiate among the full set of classes. 

An observer familiar with various ecological indicator species prevalent in the region 

would likely be able to make the distinction with just a few observations (e.g., not full 

relevés) taken on or between concurrently observed forest inventory plots.  

Taken together, these results could produce several benefits to the NPC data collection 

process and help with incorporating ecological detail into management planning. While it 

will likely take another 10 years, under current plans, to collect such data on all stands 

managed by MNDNR Forestry, imputation gives data now, or at least soon for many 

stands. Further, we can expect gains in final survey accuracy from improved stratification 

of the field sampling. For example, the MN Biological Survey (a program of the 

MNDNR Division of Ecological Resources tasked with sampling and documenting 

Minnesota’s diverse biological resources) can focus field work on imputed classes with 

lower expected accuracy and cluster purity (e.g., where additional observations are most 

needed). Gathering additional observations from the set of inadequately sampled stands 

(e.g., those exhibiting variability outside of the conditions observed thus far) will 

improve the representativeness of our known sample, and will likely improve the 

accuracy of subsequent imputations.  

Further, the intersection of polygons for which we have associated NPC observations 

with permanent sample plots used in other inventory efforts (e.g., FIA) allows for the 

extension of the imputation process to these other entities (Wilson and Ek In Review). 

Similarly, the use of a common forest inventory data format by many state and county 

agencies in Minnesota potentially allows for the extension of the process to 2.8 million 
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acres (1.13 million hectares) of County managed land. However, the predominantly 

agricultural history of tax forfeit County lands in Minnesota may complicate the 

associative process. These former agricultural lands are, by definition, not representative 

of relevé locations dominated by high-quality native vegetation in an un-disturbed 

condition. Consequently, existing relevés may not serve as appropriate training data for 

classification of novel plant communities found on these lands. A modified relevé 

methodology focusing observations on the plant associations coming to dominate these 

disturbed sites might help. However, the plant associations found would likely differ 

substantially from those dominating less anthropogenically disturbed ecosystems. 

 

5. Conclusion 

By making reasonably accurate ecological data broadly available in the form of forested 

stand polygons and inventory units with associated NPC assignments, the imputation 

model presented here will greatly enhance our ability to assess bioregional and landscape 

scale management priorities across Minnesota. Because NPC classifications are mapped 

to the individual management and sampling units, this information will enable further 

analysis of landscape composition, successional state, and potential ecological 

trajectories given various management options and climate scenarios. Such information 

has rarely been available with the spatial coverage, ecological detail, and site specificity 

enabled by the research presented here.  

Herbaceous plant observations do allow for finer and more accurate distinction of native 

plant associations. Lesser performance of the imputation model specifically for the 

determination of ecological system clearly indicates the need for additional vegetative 

inputs to the model. Additional programming effort could allow for the incorporation of 

shrub and ground cover data sporadically present in the FIM dataset. However, these 

observations are infrequent and do not replace the detailed lists of herbaceous species 

gathered through relevés. Ecological Classification System (ECS) sheets completed by 

field personnel could provide a source for this additional data, if they were systematically 

digitized and associated with the FIM database. Ideally, the presence of any unique 
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indicators of ecological system would be noted in the ECS sheets, and be available for 

association with appropriate FIM records.  

Despite relatively low absolute accuracy (e.g., was the observed NPC class imputed?), 

the patterns of error in the imputations are encouraging. More common and more 

thoroughly sampled NPCs were also more frequently and more accurately imputed 

(Wilson and Ek In Review). Imputation results for rare classes are dramatically more 

variable in their accuracy. Even when wrong, imputations were often for a functionally 

and ecologically similar NPC. This similarity is captured in the difference between the 

Exact and Accuracy measures of performance. Imputations for moisture and nutrient 

indices were typically quite close to the observed values, thereby driving similarities in 

imputed vs. observed ecological systems (e.g., floodplain forest vs. wet forest, or fire 

dependent vs. dry mesic hardwoods). Essentially, the imputation model presented here 

does arrive at a cluster of NPCs closely related to the observed class, while frequently 

imputing the observed class. The Precision metric suggests roughly 14% deviation of 

information carried in the MLE NPC from information carried in the observed NPC code. 

While providing greater accuracy than existing imputation models able to accommodate 

complex (e.g., a combination of categorical and continuous) predictor data, the model 

presented here also provides increased flexibility compared with previously available 

software. This flexibility can be seen in terms of the number of predictors and predictor 

levels the model is able to use, as well as in how the model adjusts its complexity to 

provide classifications for nearly all forest inventory units. These features produce a 

robust model able to identify maximum likelihood classifiers relevant to a broad range of 

biological and categorical data questions.  

In conclusion, imputation results can be used to inform management now. Even while the 

rate of exact correspondence in imputed vs. observed NPC class is around 50%, the 

closeness of imputations to observations by several ecological measures renders the 

results useful for regional and landscape-scale planning. Additional information provided 

by the imputation clusters can be used to simplify and accelerate the classification 

process. Error analysis highlights groups of imputations likely to be incorrect, thereby 

identifying inventory units exhibiting non-sampled variation. These groups of stands will, 
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when sampled, provide key data needed to further improve reliability of the imputation 

model and increase knowledge faster. 
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Summary 

Native plant community (NPC) classifications typically require on-site visits and in-depth 

observations by trained ecologists. These visits are intended to identify unique floristic 

and environmental characteristics indicative of a particular plant community or 

successional trajectory. Such information may benefit resource analysis or management 

decisions over local to large landscapes. Yet, the time and funding needed to properly 

identify, assess, catalogue, and map these communities is often limited. Without these 

classifications, we rely on qualitative assessments of the prevalence of various native 

plant communities.  

As an alternative, the use of an imputation model to provide the needed classifications is 

illustrated here. Specifically, native plant community observations (Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources (MNDNR) Division of Ecological and Water 

Resources 1964-2015) are linked with MNDNR Forest Inventory Management (FIM) 

stand data and USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) plot data, to 

impute NPC classifications for condition records contained in the FIA database for 

Minnesota. Specifically, NPC relevé data were linked to forest inventory and 

physiographic layers via spatial association techniques. Additionally, soils data 

describing drainage, productivity, thickness of the rooting zone, and land position were 

also used in the analysis. Bootstrap validation suggests that application of the model to 

the full population of FIA plots in Minnesota will result in an error rate between 8% and 

30% with a mean of 83% of imputations correct at the NPC class level.  

The publicly accessible FIA database for Minnesota was then updated with imputed NPC 

classifications and scripted labeling schemes integrated with the EVALIDator report 

building tool to produce estimates of forestland extent. Here, the focus is on estimates of 
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NPC class by FIA Survey Unit and inventory year. Finally, estimates of NPC extent and 

condition are enabled for inventories ending between 1977 and 2014. 

Keywords: forest inventory, native plant community, classification, imputation, relevé, 

maximum likelihood.  

 

1. Introduction 

To make use of detailed ecological information in strategic management planning 

processes, we must first understand the distribution, successional state, and abundance of 

native plant communities on the regional landscape. Unfortunately, such data are seldom 

available with the level of detail, coverage, and site specificity for timely resource 

analysis or management decisions. Relevant management decisions might include those 

for harvest scheduling or for improving wildlife habitat, water quality, biodiversity, and 

other values. This research bridges the data gap by leveraging what we know about NPC 

distribution and landscape associations to assign appropriate NPC categories to individual 

forest inventory units or field plot records.  This is achieved using the R computing and 

statistical environment (R Core Team 2015), and an imputation model initially developed 

by Wilson and Ek (2016a in review), and extended here.   

Many methods exist for classifying plant communities according to various physical and 

ecological characteristics and associations (Barbour and Major 1977, Holland and Keil 

1995, Teague et al. 2006, Faber-Langendoen et al. 2012a and b, Zimmerman et al. 2012). 

These classification systems are almost as diverse as the plant communities they describe, 

and tend to be updated and adapted to new understanding as time passes and our 

knowledge grows. NPC classifications for Minnesota are based on 4 components defining 

the ecological system, floristic region, moisture, and nutrient conditions occurring at a 

site. The ecological system is determined by the unique associations of plants able to 

occupy a site. Ecological system is assessed through analysis of relevés, or lists of plants 

observed on standardized sample plots drawn from plant communities not subjected to 

human disturbance (Aaseng et al. 2011, MNDNR 2013) (see Table 1). Floristic region is  
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Table 1. Common ecological system examples and habitat associations1 from Minnesota’s forestland. 

SYSTEM NAME EXAMPLE HABITAT 
AP Acidic Peatland APn81 Forest-Lowland Coniferous 
FD Fire Dependent FDn12 Forest-Upland Coniferous (red-white pine) 
FD Fire Dependent FDn43 Forest-Upland Deciduous (Aspen), Forest-Upland 

Coniferous (pine flats) 
FD Fire Dependent FDs38 Forest-Upland Deciduous (Oak) 
FD Fire Dependent FDw44 Forest-Upland Deciduous (Aspen) 
FF Flood-plain Forest FFs59 Forest-Lowland Deciduous 
FP Rich Forested Peatlands FPn71 Forest-Lowland Coniferous 
FP Rich Forested Peatlands FPn82 Forest-Lowland Coniferous 
MH Mesic Hardwoods MHc26 Forest-Upland Deciduous (Oak) 
MH Mesic Hardwoods MHn44 Forest-Upland Deciduous (Aspen), Forest-Upland 

Coniferous (red-white pine) 
MH Mesic Hardwoods MHs37 Forest-Upland Deciduous (Oak) 
MH Mesic Hardwoods MHs38 Forest-Upland Deciduous (Hardwood) 
UP Upland Prairie UPs14 Shrub/Woodland-Upland (oak savanna, brush 

prairie) 
WF Wet Forest WFn53 Forest-Lowland Coniferous 
WF Wet Forest WFn55 Forest-Lowland Deciduous 

1 Habitat associations are taken from Minnesota’s wildlife action plan (MNDNR 2006). 

related to the mostly latitudinal gradient imposed on plant community development by 

climatic forces (e.g., temperature, precipitation, glacial history, etc.). Moisture and 

nutrient scores range from 0 to 9 for a site, and correspond to the physical availability of 

these growth limiting factors. 

Imputation assigns likely values or characteristics to entities for which we have 

incomplete data. This assignment is based on associations made with similar entities for 

which we do have complete data. Observed characteristics of the entity to be imputed 

serve to inform the most likely value or characteristic chosen by the imputation model. In 

this case, we have 16,913 NPC observations (relevés) collected between 1964 and 2015 

by the MNDNR and others. Each of these observations falls within a polygon, usually a 

forested stand boundary, outlining a nominally homogeneous management unit under the 

administration of the MNDNR. The spatial intersection of stand polygons for which we 

have associated NPC observations with permanent sample plots established by the FIA 

program allows for the extension of the imputation process to the remaining entities (e.g., 

permanent sample plots).  
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A detailed introduction to this research is provided by Wilson and Ek (2016a), and is 

summarized below. Here, the imputation model is extended to systematic forest inventory 

plots sampled by the FIA program between 1977 and 2014. Imputations are then 

integrated with the FIA DataMart Access database for Minnesota (Miles 2014), and 

estimates of NPC distribution and abundance are produced. A working hypothesis is that 

by introducing additional descriptive detail included in the FIA data to the imputation 

model, we can improve on the results reported by Wilson and Ek (2016a). 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Data and Pre-Analysis 
 

Forest inventory data provide substantial information relevant to forested plant 

community development and ecological characteristics shaping a stand. Because soil, 

landform, moisture, and nutrient availability are also important factors contributing to 

stand development, data related to the distribution of these characteristics were also 

explored. The full list of predictors considered is discussed by Wilson and Ek (2016a), 

and selected predictors are summarized here: 

1. Forest Inventory 

a. MNDNR Division of Forestry maintains a Forest Inventory Management 

database (FIM), used to track stand inventory data for the 202,151 stands 

(2.2 million hectares, 1.7 million forested hectares) administered by the 

agency. Observations detailing major forest cover type, tree species 

present, stand age, basal area (cross sectional area of woody stems), timber 

volume, 5 physiographic classes (an emergent property of landform, soils, 

drainage, and climate), topography, and other site characteristics are 

recorded in this data set (MNDNR 1981).  

b. USDA Forest Service FIA plot data (Miles 2014, O’Connell et al. 2014, 

Bechtold and Patterson 2005), were then spatially intersected with FIM 

stands having associated NPC observations. Each record in the resulting 
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FIA condition (COND) table then pertains to a forested condition (e.g., 

age, species composition, physiography, NPC, etc.) found on an FIA 

sample plot. Because FIA plots are composed of 4 subplots totaling 

approximately 168 square meters, and separated by 40 meters, multiple 

conditions are frequently encountered on a single plot. In addition to stand 

level data similar to those tracked by MNDNR, FIA retains tree level 

characteristics in the database. In particular, direct observation of tree 

crown class (e.g., a classification indicating canopy position, and amount 

of sunlight reaching the crown) was recorded by FIA. Crown class 

designations follow Oliver and Larson (1990) and Nyland (2002) (Table 

2), and are consistent with terminology used by Frelich (2002). Crown 

class relates closely to how well a particular tree was able to use resources 

available on the site to grow and exclude other plants over the course of 

stand development. Additionally, FIA physiographic classifications 

provide 16 levels of detail relevant to stand development (Parker and 

Weaver 1989) (Appendix A). Physiographic classifications range from 

xeric (dry, exposed sites, typically with shallow or sandy soils), to mesic 

(typically richer sites with deeper soils capable of retaining some 

moisture), to hydric (typically low-lying) sites with standing water during 

some part of the year.  

 

 

Table 2. Tree crown class descriptions adapted from FIA Database Users’ Manual. 

CROWN CLASS DESCRIPTION 
OPEN GROWN Crown has typically received full light from above and from all sides. 
DOMINANT Crown extends above the general level of the canopy and receives full light from 

above and partly from the sides; crown is well developed, but may be crowded. 
CODOMINANT Crowns form part of the canopy and receive full light from above; crowns are 

typically crowded on all sides. 
INTERMEDIATE Shorter than trees in the preceding classes, crowns may extend into the canopy, 

but are often crowded and receive little direct sunlight. 
OVERTOPPED Crowns are below the canopy and receive no direct sunlight. 
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2. Native Plant Community Observations 
a. 16,913 native plant community observations made by MNDNR Division 

of Ecological and Water Resources and others between 1964 and 2015 
using the relevé method (Aaseng et al. 2011, MNDNR 2003, MNDNR 
2013, Almendinger 2015 pers. comm.) are used here. Relevé data have 
been classified based on floristic and physical similarities among sites. 
This process uses the concept of ecological distance, which is determined 
by statistical analysis of shared plant species among sites (Aaseng et al. 
2011). 
 

3. Soils 
a. The Minnesota Soil Atlas (LMIC 2004), is a geospatial dataset compiled 

by the University of Minnesota’s Department of Soil, Water and Climate 
in collaboration with Minnesota’s Land Management Information Center 
(LMIC; now MnGeo) from detailed soil surveys published by the USDA 
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) between 1969 and 1981. 
Land Position, similar to topography and physiographic class was used in 
conjunction with the other data to inform NPC classifications.  

b. Data layers describing soil productivity (Schaetzl et al. 2012) and drainage 
(Schaetzl et al. 2009) for the lower 48 United States at a 250m resolution 
were also assessed for use with the imputation model. 
 

4. Climate Data 
a. Additional information describing predominant growing season (e.g., May 

– September) climate over 30 years (1981 – 2010) was also used to inform 
the model (PRISM 2016). Climate variables considered include average 
maximum temperature (degrees Celsius) and average monthly 
precipitation (millimeters). 
 
 

2.2 Geospatial Analysis 

Initially, geospatial analysis techniques were used to create a spatial join between FIM 

stands and NPC relevé observations made on them. This process was completed using 

one-to-many (e.g., one stand may have multiple corresponding NPC relevés) intersect 

and spatial join functions in ArcGIS10.2 (ESRI 2013).  Next, a geographic information 

system (GIS) was used to associate the hybrid FIM-NPC spatial data with additional 

soils, landform, climate, and other physiographic characteristics. The combined data were 

then spatially associated with 836 coincident plots from FIA inventories conducted 
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between 1977 and 2014. This process was also completed using intersect and spatial join 

functions.   

 

2.3 Predictor Selection 

Combined data associated with FIA plots were then used to assess variable importance in 

differentiating among NPC class observations. The variable importance analysis was 

completed in R using the randomForest package (Breiman 2001, Liaw and Wiener 2002, 

Cutler et al. 2007, Packalén et al. 2012). The randomForest package uses a modified 

bootstrap approach in which different subsets of the data are repeatedly used with 

different subsets of the predictors to determine the relative importance of predictors 

informing the desired classification. 

The final list of predictors used in the current imputation process (Table 3) included 

physiography, Ecological Classification System (Cleland et al. 1997) (ECS) subsection, 

ECS land type association (LTA), land position (location relative to surrounding 

topography), soil landscape unit (broad-scale soil profile characteristics), thickness of the 

rooting zone, average growing season (May - September) precipitation, average 

maximum growing season temperature, and soil drainage index (a contributor to 

physiographic conditions). Any or all of these predictors, along with up to four main tree 

species and their canopy positions (e.g., FIA crown class), were then used to identify 

likely NPC associations. 

 
2.4 Imputation  

Following Wilson and Ek (2016a), categorical imputations are repeatedly made based on 

maximum likelihood analysis (Fisher 1925) applied to rough sets (Pawlak 1982, Parmar 

and Blackhurst 2007, Herawan et al. 2010) defined by antecedents, or rules, matching the 

characteristics of a focal forest inventory record. The characteristics of each forest 

inventory record are sequentially used to define an approximation space encompassing all 

entities in the training data satisfying the antecedents. Although not explicitly 
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Table 3. Imputation predictors and data sources. 

Predictor Source 
Forest Cover Type FIA (Miles 2014) 
Primary Tree Species FIA (Miles 2014) 
Secondary Tree Species FIA (Miles 2014) 
Ecological Subsection Cleland et al. 1997 
Land Type Association Cleland et al. 1997 
Soil Landscape Unit MN Soils Atlas (LMIC 2004) 
Physiographic Class FIA (Miles 2014) 
Land Position MN Soils Atlas (LMIC 2004) 
Thickness of Rooting Zone MN Soils Atlas (LMIC 2004) 
Drainage Index Schaetzl et al. 2009 
Avg. maximum growing temp. PRISM 2016 
Avg. growing season precipitation PRISM 2016 

 

parameterized in mathematical form, the approximation space corresponds to a product 

multinomial exponential family sub-model with predictors fixed at the levels defined by 

the antecedent. The likelihood ratio test (LRT) (Wilks 1938, Fellegi and Sunter 1969) is 

then used to compare NPC classes present in the approximation space with the a priori 

distribution of NPCs present in the full training data set. The imputation process allows 

us to identify the maximum likelihood estimator (e.g., NPC class) satisfying observed 

characteristics of the focal inventory record. 

Although the methodology used here is similar to deterministic hot deck imputation, no 

single donor is selected from the approximation space (e.g., donor pool) to inform the 

value used for an unobserved entity or feature. Instead, the maximum likelihood 

classifier, identified through comparison of training data encompassed by the 

approximation space against the assumption of proportionate distribution, is assigned to 

the entity of interest. In this way, the categorical imputation derived here is a product of 

both the frequency of training records similar to an entity of interest, as well as the 

overall distribution of characteristics among known entities. Because values imputed here 

are based on a fixed set of training data and the global distribution of observations, results 

do not vary between successive runs. Hence, comparison of the current methodology to 

that of either mean value or multiple imputation (MI) is inappropriate.    
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Antecedents defining the comparison space are initially quite stringent, involving up to 

14 unique conditions which must be met for inclusion in the cluster of matching training 

records. If insufficient matching records are returned, conditions are sequentially 

dropped, thereby expanding the approximation space, until the required support for a 

decision is found. The use of more conditions in the antecedent for any given imputation 

produces a more precise, and presumably accurate decision. Degrees of freedom 

corresponding to the number of conditions fixed by antecedents are used to determine the 

Chi-square significance of over-represented classes present in the approximation space. 

Importantly, the order in which antecedents are relaxed makes a dramatic difference in 

performance of the model. The process used here drops fixed predictors in reverse order 

of their importance ranking. In cases where physiographic class data were missing, this 

ecologically important detail was also imputed, then used to inform the NPC association 

process. This secondary imputation enabled identification of the MLE classifier for FIA 

plots representing 6.56 million hectares of 7.06 million hectares of forest sampled for the 

5-year period ending in 2014; N = 6,226 plots. 

Monte Carlo cross-validation was used to assess likely variability in imputation 

performance when applied to an independent population. Each repetition of this process 

randomly resampled (with replacement) 50 records with known NPC associations from 

the augmented COND table. Training data were constructed to inform each repetition by 

screening all records pertaining to stands in a particular block of 50 from the full set of 

training data. The remaining portion of the data was then used to inform the imputation 

model. Resampling was performed 2,000 times for a total of 100,000 validated 

imputations. In total, this approach is an implementation of repeated random sub-

sampling cross-validation, and is asymptotically equivalent to leave-p-out cross-

validation.  

 

2.4 Estimating NPC Extent 

Finally, an imputation run was completed using all of the training data (e.g., 765 FIA 

condition records or 689 plots with complete NPC observations corresponding to a 

forested native plant community). Incomplete and non-forest NPCs, typically without tree 
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canopy, were excluded from the training data, even though many non-forest communities 

do support trees in some form. Excluding these records from the training data improves 

overall performance by eliminating the potential for incorrect imputation of forested plots 

to these categories. This imputation provided an ecological classification for 41,212 

condition records sampled by FIA in Minnesota between 1977 and 2014 (Miles 2014). 

These condition records correspond to the vast majority of forestland observations made 

on permanent FIA sample plots (condition records correspond to unique FIA plots). 

Imputation results were then added back to the FIA condition table, and integrated with 

the EVALIDator reporting tool (Miles 2014) to allow generation of estimates for NPC 

extent, condition (e.g., age distribution, forest type, tree species, timber volume, etc.), and 

change over time.  

The EVALIDator tool is an interactive menu driven graphical user interface, allowing for 

the extraction of survey estimates for forest and timberland area, volume, growth and 

yield, biomass, and other quantities of interest for selected forest type, condition, area, or 

species of interest. Many options are available to help tailor EVALIDator reports to 

specific quantities or characteristics of interest. Moreover, the EVALIDator tool can be 

modified to incorporate additional reporting variables, or forest characteristics (Miles 

2009). EVALIDator functions as a component of the FIA Datamart Access database 

(Miles 2014), and is informed by a series of lookup tables and labeling functions [written 

in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) (Microsoft ® 2016)]. A series of reporting scripts 

are invoked by the EVALIDator interface to compile and produce estimates from plot 

and condition data matching the specified criteria. These reporting scripts use choices and 

input from EVALIDator to construct SQL queries returning the desired summaries. 

Integration with EVALIDator was accomplished by updating the REF_PRC table (a 

lookup table used in the FIA database to populate drop down menus in the EVALIDator 

interface with summation variable options) with new rows pointing to custom 

programmed VBA labeling functions added to the Functions module under the Developer 

Tools menu. These labeling functions integrate seamlessly with the creation of HTML 

tables containing FIA estimates of forest extent and condition. The only caveat is that 
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estimates of standard error created by EVALIDator for NPC related data should be 

adjusted to account for the reassignment of likely imputation errors.  

Analysis of classification error rates with respect to the relative frequency of each 

imputed class indicates that this problem violates the assumption of independence 

between sources of error. The Gaussian distributed survey error for each NPC class is 

dependent on the number of plots imputed to that class. The expectation of imputation 

error is also dependent on the number of plots imputed to a class. This violation of the 

independence assumption gives ample justification for using a bootstrap simulation to 

assess compound variance. It may be possible to determine the covariance structure, 

thereby enabling an analytical solution. However, this approach is neither trivial nor 

necessary to understanding likely variability of estimates made using this methodology. 

Consequently, a bootstrap approach (Monte Carlo cross-validation) was used to evaluate 

the likely variability of FIA estimates for the extent of imputed NPC classes.   

Differences between validated imputations and observations for the test data were used to 

produce a confusion matrix for each imputed class. Binomially distributed imputation 

errors with mean p were proportionately reassigned based on observed errors and their 

correct NPC assignment. Confidence intervals and standard errors incorporating 

combined imputation and survey error were then produced using a Monte Carlo 

simulation approach. Since the binomial distributed error rates associated with 

imputations for each NPC class are available from the validation process, and standard 

errors from the FIA survey are also available, those rates can be applied in this 

simulation.  

Within the error simulation process, a random binomial distributed imputation error rate 

p was generated for each NPC class based on the expected error rate and frequency of 

imputations to that class. The overall error rate was then multiplied across the set of 

proportions relating observed classifications to the erroneous imputations. Each iteration 

also generated a slightly different set of error distributions by sub-sampling (with 

replacement) 10,000 wrongly imputed plots from the full set of incorrect imputations 

(N=16,874 imputation errors). These distributed error rates were then multiplied by a 

random permutation of the FIA expectation for sampled area in each class. Each 
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permutation of the expected area varied based on the FIA standard error calculated for 

that class according to Bechtold and Patterson (2005). The results of this random process 

were then stored and added to an array composed of the results from each iteration of the 

bootstrap. Over 10,000 repetitions, this process does three things. First, it allows for the 

redistribution of expected erroneous imputations proportionately to the expected true 

disposition for those plots. Second, it explores the likely variability inherent in imputation 

error redistribution. Third, it establishes a reasonable estimate of the 95% confidence 

bounds for forested NPC area, combining both imputation and survey error. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Validation Results 

Results of bootstrap validation for 100,000 re-sampled FIA conditions are shown in 

Table 4. Overall, imputation of the most frequent (e.g., Exact) NPC class observed on a 

stand containing the FIA plot occurred 83% of the time. These results are normally 

distributed with some samples of n = 50 conditions having nearly perfect imputation and 

others with up to 40% error rates (Figure 1a). Precision of the imputations is generally 

quite high with floristic region, water and nutrient regimes being the best classified 

(Figure 1b). Imputation of ecological system shows higher error rates (11%), reinforcing 

the hypothesis that herbaceous plant data would likely improve the imputations (Wilson 

and Ek 2016a).  
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Table 4. Imputation performance results1 for 2,000 sets of re-sampled FIA plots (n=50). 

Bootstrap Results for 836 Forested FIA Plots with NPC Observations on Stand 

 Imputed Exact System Region Water Nutrient Accuracy Precision 
min 1 0.6400 0.6800 0.8400 0.9100 0.9300 0.5850 0.8805 
mean 1 0.8311 0.8890 0.9691 0.9701 0.9755 0.8168 0.9510 
max 1 0.9800 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9920 0.9980 
upr.95 1 0.9400 0.9600 1.0000 0.9920 0.9940 0.9390 0.9845 
lwr.95 1 0.7200 0.7800 0.9000 0.9400 0.9520 0.6677 0.9070 

1 Imputed refers to the proportion of test records receiving a positive disposition. Exact refers to 

imputations for which the first, or most likely, imputation matches one or more observations made on the 
stand. System, Region, Water, and Nutrient refer to average accuracy for each component of the NPC class 

code. Accuracy is calculated as System * Region * Water * Nutrient, and reflects the combined closeness 

of imputed NPC class components to observations. Precision measures how tightly the imputations are 

clustered around some mean class by averaging the partial Accuracy of each class code component. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a.)                                                                                b.) 

Figure 1. Bootstrap imputation results for 100,000 inventory records. a.) Combined accuracy of most 

likely imputed NPC class code components. Accuracy is calculated by combining the means of the 

Bernoulli distributed (e.g., binary) correctness for ecological system and floristic region with the numeric 
accuracy (0-1) for moisture and nutrients. N = 2,000 samples, n = 50 imputations. b.) Mean Precision of 

most likely NPC class relates to how closely imputed codes resemble that of the observed classification, 

even if they are incorrect. This figure shows that most imputed classifications were very close to those 

assigned through observation, even if incorrect by one or two points on the moisture and nutrient scales.  
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3.2 NPC Extent 

Estimates of NPC extent in Minnesota, derived from the augmented FIA database for the 

period ending in 2014, are shown in Table 5. Estimates of areal extent (hectares) 

provided below were produced, in part, using a modified version of the EVALIDator tool 

included in the FIA DataMart product for Minnesota (Miles 2014). The standard 

EVALIDator tool was augmented with the addition of imputed NPC class to the page, 

row, and column dropdown menus, and a Visual Basic labelling routine to provide the 

desired bins (e.g., output slots corresponding to the NPC classes) for combining like data. 

The condition table from the FIA database has been updated with NPC imputations for 

each record. Further, the summation function reference table (REF_PRC) has been 

modified following (Miles 2009) with the addition of new rows corresponding to the 

summation of records for NPC classifications, and references to labeling schemes added 

to the Functions module in the Developer environment. Together these modification 

enable the estimation of forestland characteristics associated with imputed NPC 

classifications. While evaluations of many forestland characteristics associated with NPC 

classifications are enabled, here, the focus is on the most basic estimate of forested NPC 

area. 

Treated, disturbed, and non-stocked area (Trt/Dstrb) listed in Table 5 also contains a 

proportion of plots moved from their original locations by FIA to maintain landowner 

privacy. These plots may have relatively high basal area, but may appear on non-forested 

MNDNR managed lands. Because of the mismatch between site conditions and the forest 

community described by FIA data, the imputation model resulted in an empty, or 

malformed approximation space. In this case, either no imputation is made or a 

misinformed classification results. 

Survey and imputation error were also assessed in detail. Imputation error is distributed 

as an over-dispersed (theta = 197.52) binomial function with a unique success rate p for 

each NPC class (Figure 2). Relatively uncommon NPC classes corresponding to very few 
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Table 5. Native plant community extent (hectares) in Minnesota (2014). Standard errors reflect combined FIA survey and imputation error. Expected area 
(e.g., Total) reflects error redistribution according to the expectation of the imputation confusion matrix1. Area is also shown by FIA survey unit and NPC class. 

 

NPC Class Aspen/Birch (Unit 1)   Northern Pine (Unit 2)   Central Hard-wood (Unit 3)   Prairie (Unit 4)   Total  Plots 
SE 

(%) 
 BA 

(m2/ha)  
APn80  2,776   129,073   1,272   -     133,121  113 15.11  19.01  
APn81  20,185   48,355   -     -     68,539  58 14.54  17.14  
FDc12  -     36,864   -     -     36,864  31 8.01  18.02  
FDc23  -     29,088   25,511   -     54,599  46 0.00  16.51  
FDc24  -     67,279   8,546   -     75,825  64 9.73  18.35  
FDc34  -     26,572   72,823   -     99,395  84 14.58  15.70  
FDn12  12,388   97,790   -     -     110,178  93 12.91  17.61  
FDn32  185,121   52,275   -     -     237,396  201 9.04  19.60  
FDn33  226,068   131,109   1,335   -     358,512  303 8.32  17.96  
FDn43  1,164,212   20,506   26,346   -     1,211,065  1024 7.00  41.65  
FDs27  -     -     14,872   -     14,872  13 18.14  21.85  
FDs36  -     56,952   -     -     56,952  48 2.09  19.03  
FDs37  -     5,722   15,515   -     21,237  18 0.00  19.81  
FDs38  -     -     -     -     -    0 0.00  -    
FDw44  -     5,261   -     -     5,261  4 77.63  13.69  
FFn57  35,906   17,665   -     -     53,571  45 7.02  18.19  
FFn67  94,865   57,102   -     -     151,967  129 8.83  17.15  
FFs59  -     -     17,300   -     17,300  15 10.80  25.85  
FFs68  -     -     9,168   -     9,168  8 2.23  22.91  
FPn62  8,063   2,332   -     -     10,394  9 8.92  19.85  
FPn63  46,832   39,304   -     -     86,136  73 6.79  16.28  
FPn71  70,400   70,321   -     -     140,721  119 14.65  20.64  
FPn72  -     -     50,606   -     50,606  43 20.29  18.44  
FPn73  37,436   81,187   6,924   100,025   225,572  191 11.53  16.28  
FPn81  -     -     -     -     649  1 65.47  23.56  
FPn82  11,468   306,669   -     -     318,137  269 7.78  19.90  
FPw63  -     16,127   -     -     16,127  14 25.99  14.37  

MHc26  2,501   297,776   124,383   -     424,660  359 11.39  19.18  
      Continued on next page. 
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1 Total and Trt/Dstrb (treated, disturbed, and non-stocked) rows do not include imputation error, since no imputation error is involved with those estimates.  

 

Table 5. Native plant community extent (hectares) in Minnesota (continued). 
 
 NPC Class Aspen/Birch (Unit 1)   Northern Pine (Unit 2)   Central Hard-wood (Unit 3)   Prairie (Unit 4)   Total  Plots 

SE 
(%) 

 BA 
(m2/ha)  

MHc36  -     1,221   39,370   -     40,591  34 10.03  17.80  
MHc37  -     108,296   168,046   24,247   300,589  254 3.20  21.41  
MHc47  3,577   2,988   13,140   -     19,706  17 29.17  18.90  
MHn35  53,284   298,402   89,428   -     441,114  373 10.41  19.43  
MHn44  284,386   217,118   4,612   567   506,682  429 8.30  18.17  
MHn45  135,459   -     -     -     135,459  115 10.71  20.35  
MHn46  101,387   66,620   1,357   -     169,364  143 7.51  17.81  
MHn47  8,896   50,076   -     -     58,972  50 11.04  22.32  
MHs37  -     -     48,180   -     48,180  41 19.38  20.00  
MHs38  -     -     152,899   6,026   158,925  134 3.96  20.65  
MHs39  -     -     11,847   7,354   19,201  16 0.00  24.23  
MHs49  -     -     14,011   -     14,011  12 1.48  17.13  
UPs13  -     952   56,089   -     57,041  48 17.49  20.24  
UPs14  -     -     2,158   -     2,158  2 2.07  11.01  

WFn53  195,814   57,613   -     -     253,427  214 8.57  17.85  
WFn55  171,190   27,627   13,192   -     212,008  179 8.72  19.57  
WFn64  14,922   43,187   4,975   -     63,084  53 12.88  17.40  
WFw54  4,098   64,510   -     27,806   96,414  82 15.64  15.95  

Trt/Dstrb  114,430   83,230   126,011   151,116   474,787  656 4.37  6.81  
Total  3,009,115   2,612,633   1,122,765   316,022  7,060,536 6,226 0.53   19.72  
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plots tend to have much higher variability in terms of imputation success. Some classes 

are predicted very well (e.g., p ~ 1), while others are predicted poorly (e.g., p ~ 0). The 

distribution of error shown in Figure 2, allows for prioritization of inventory units for 

field verification of imputed ecological associations. The fan-tailed spread of binomial 

success rate for imputation of classes corresponding to very few plots as n approaches 

zero is best expressed by a log transformed model of the form p ~ ln(n) with weighting 

proportionate to the square of the number of plots (e.g., weights=(e(ln(n))^2)) imputed to a 

class. In this way, the expectation of a logarithmic decrease in standard error associated 

with FIA estimates derived from greater numbers of plots (Figure 3) is maintained. 

Plotting the uncertainty associated with imputations for rare classes in this way 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of imputation error for the FIA inventory period ending in 2014.  

This log transformed model of binomial error distribution includes 95% prediction (light) and confidence 

(dark) intervals for proportion of correct imputations (e.g., 1 - error) in a native plant community class. The 

model shows an increasing asymptotic trend as number of plots increases. The size of dots corresponds to 

the number of plots or partial plots imputed to a class for the FIA inventory period ending in 2014. The 

mean expectation of certainty associated with imputations for each class is shown by the dark central line. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of standard error for FIA survey estimates (2014) with and without imputation 

error. This log transformed model for standard error shows a declining asymptotic trend as number of plots 

increases. FIA survey error is shown as dark triangles, while compound standard error is shown as black 

circles. Each dot corresponds to a native plant community class. The size of dots is related to the number of 

plots imputed to each class. Model weighting is proportional to the number of plots in a class (e.g., weights 

= (e(ln(n))^2)). A much more confined 95% prediction interval for FIA standard error is outlined by the 

darker shaded area centered on the dashed mean line. The wider 95% prediction interval combining both 

survey and imputation error is depicted by the lighter shading centered on the expected compound error 

(solid line). The effect of combining classification error with survey error creates an over-dispersed (theta= 
667,659.1) set of standard errors dependent, in part, on the number of inventory plots imputed to each class. 

underscores the need for field verification of ecological associations for both negative 

outliers and all inventory units corresponding to a small number of imputations (e.g., n < 

50). This is true because what Figure 2 shows us is we are really only sure that the true 

value of p is between zero and unity for classes with small n. 

 

4. Discussion 

Application of the imputation model to FIA sample plots resulted in an overall success 

rate of 83%, far exceeding the 55% success rate reported by Wilson and Ek (2016a) for 
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forested stands managed by MNDNR. Various hypotheses exist to explain this difference 

in performance.  

First, the magnitude of the classification problem is smaller for FIA plots. While the 

existing sample of 16,913 relevés from a subset of the 202,151 stands managed by 

MNDNR encompasses approximately 70 forested NPC classes, only about 50 classes co-

occur in stands with one of the 836 FIA plots used in the bootstrap analysis. The relative 

difficulty of accurately classifying FIA inventory units is then simpler due to the reduced 

number of classes to be identified. This observation assumes equivalence of available 

predictors used to solve each problem.  

Second, the assumption of predictor equivalence is open to question. Such questions 

recognize the additional information contained in the FIA physiographic class and crown 

class predictors, compared with similar information from FIM. For example, there are 5 

physiographic classes for FIM vs. 16 for FIA. Another example is that species dominance 

had to be estimated by live basal area present for FIM instead of by crown class 

observation for FIA. This further increases the likelihood of making a correct imputation 

for FIA by more finely dividing NPC classes sharing similar characteristics. Crown class 

data most likely help with the classification by providing a glimpse of the actual 

dominance structure for trees composing a stand. This corresponds to increased 

vegetative data for the FIA imputations, and results in substantially higher success for 

imputation of the correct ecological system (Table 1) as compared with results from 

Wilson and Ek (2016a). More finely and accurately identified physiographic class 

associations provided by FIA further enhance the imputation success rate by more 

precisely informing relationships with landform and water accumulation or drainage. 

Binomial success rates for imputations are quite reasonable for many NPC classes. 

General resource management planning and detection efforts can typically proceed with a 

95% confidence interval for the survey of ±30-50% of the mean estimate (Ek 2014). Only 

a few of the NPC classes assessed in Table 5 (6 out of 48 classes; 126 plots) exhibit a 

standard error truly exceeding the 30% threshold. Classes with large percent standard 

errors are typically those with fewer plots imputed to the class. All classes identified as 

outliers for variability have fewer than 50 plots imputed to the class. In general, this 
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means that we have the ability to ID inventory units in need of field observation for more 

accurate assessment of ecological relationships. We could focus field efforts on: 1.) plots 

corresponding to classes with lower imputation success, 2.) classes with higher percent 

standard error, 3.) classes imputed to very few plots, or 4.) if sampling resources exist, we 

could look at all three. In any case, a field visit for any class corresponding to very few 

plots is needed. 

The observation that variability of imputation accuracy is related to the number of entities 

assigned to a class suggests a potential means to further increase accuracy of the resulting 

classifications. If similar NPC classes corresponding to relatively few observations were 

combined to form a slightly more variable, but larger class, the resulting pool of 

imputations would be larger, and also presumably more accurate. Indeed, this suggestion 

is mirrored in the observation that reducing the variability of classifications in the 

training data via the intersection of FIA plots and FIM stands has contributed to the same 

result in the current analysis. In this sense, the fine division of native plant communities 

provided by the current classification system may be counterproductive to efforts towards 

better understanding native habitat distribution and abundance. There is a tradeoff 

between fine-grained classification and the level of accuracy or consistency achievable 

through the detailed methodology. 

Integration of imputed NPC classifications with the FIA database and estimation tools 

like EVALIDator allows for more detailed examination of relationships between 

ecological characteristics and those quantified by typical forest inventory efforts. While 

those comparisons are not made here, this research represents the first step in making 

detailed ecological information derived from systematic resource assessment surveys 

available to the bio-regional landscape management planning process. These results 

could have broad ramifications for the management of forested native plant communities 

for wildlife (e.g., MNDNR 2006; habitat relationships are frequently defined according to 

native plant community associations), biological diversity, sustainability, climate 

resilience, and other values in Minnesota and beyond. 
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5.  Conclusions 
 
A unique feature of this imputation process is that it is based solely on typical forest 

inventory data combined with readily available climate data, broad-scale soils and 

physiographic data, ecological subsection and land type associations, and a reasonably 

large training data set with known NPC classifications. By comparing the observed 

frequency of different NPC classes with those encompassed by a particular 

approximation space, we are able to successfully impute detailed ecological relationships 

to forest inventory units. These maximum likelihood classifiers are predicated on a set of 

site and vegetation characteristics with known relevance to NPC classification. Using 

more characteristics to inform imputations results in better classifications, but may limit 

results to a subset of inventory units most similar to the training data. Instead, a flexible 

imputation model allows for expansion of the approximation space by dropping 

requirements associated with certain predictor variables. This expansion allows for 

slightly less precise, but more numerous positive dispositions with respect to NPC class. 

Similarly, limiting imputations to cases in which disproportionate representation of 

approximation space matches exceeds a critical Chi-square value would possibly increase 

precision of the resulting imputations, but would also leave more forest inventory units 

without a positive disposition. 

With a bootstrap success rate of 83% for FIA plots sampled between 1977 and 2014, the 

process described here efficiently classifies forest inventory units with respect to native 

plant community association. The outcome of this approach could have broad 

implications for using imputation to extend our understanding of and capacity to 

sustainably manage broadly distributed regional landscapes of forested native plant 

communities. The first step towards understanding existing distributions of forested 

native plant communities is taken here. Ongoing work by Wilson and Ek (2016b) begins 

to explore differences in the growth and development of distinct forest cover types 

established in different native plant communities. Additional analyses enabled by the 

integration of NPC imputation results with FIA tools for evaluating forestland extent and 

condition will further enhance our understanding of these resources, and facilitate 

strategic planning for sustainable management at appropriate scales. 
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Appendix A. Comparison of Physiographic classifications by Minnesota Department 
of Natural Resources1 (MNDNR) and USDA Forest Inventory and Analysis2 (FIA). 

MNDNR 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 

PHYSIOGRAPHIC 
CLASS (FIA) 

DESCRIPTION  
(FIA) 

XERIC Dry Tops Ridge tops with thin rock outcrops and considerable 
exposure to sun and wind. 

XERIC Dry Slopes Slopes with thin rock outcrops and considerable 
exposure to sun and wind. Includes most 
mountain/steep slopes with a southern or western 
exposure. 

XERIC Deep Sands Sites with a deep, sandy surface subject to rapid loss of 
moisture following precipitation. Typical examples 
include sand hills, ridges and flats in the South, sites 
along the beach and shores of lakes and streams. 

XERO-MESIC Other Xeric All dry physiographic sites not described above. 
MESIC Flatwoods Flat or fairly level sites outside of flood plains. 

Excludes deep sands and wet, swampy sites. 
MESIC Rolling Uplands Hills and gently rolling, undulating terrain and 

associated small streams. Excludes deep sands, all 
hydric sites, and streams with associated floodplains. 

MESIC Moist Slopes & 
Coves 

Moist slopes and coves with relatively deep, fertile 
soils. Often these sites have a northern or eastern 
exposure and are partially shielded from wind and sun. 
Includes moist mountain tops and saddles. 

MESIC Narrow Floodplains / 
Bottomlands 

Floodplains and bottomlands less than 1/4 mile in 
width along rivers and streams. These sites are 
normally well drained but are subjected to occasional 
flooding during periods of heavy or extended 
precipitation. Includes associated levees, benches, etc. 

MESIC Broad Floodplains / 
Bottomlands 

Floodplains and bottomlands 1/4 mile or wider in 
width along rivers and streams. These sites are 
normally well drained but are subjected to occasional 
flooding during periods of heavy or extended 
precipitation. Includes associated levees, benches, etc. 

HYDRO-MESIC Other Mesic All moderately moist physiographic sites not described 
above. 

HYDRIC Swamps/Bogs Low, wet, flat forested areas usually quite extensive 
which are flooded for long periods of time except 
during periods of extreme drought. Excludes cypress 
ponds and small drains. 

HYDRIC Small Drains Narrow, stream like, wet strands of forest land often 
without a well-defined stream channel. These areas are 
poorly drained or flooded throughout most of the year 
and drain the adjacent higher ground. 

HYDRIC Bays & Wet Pocosins Low, wet, boggy sites characterized by peaty or 
organic soils. May be somewhat dry during periods of 
extended drought. Examples include sites in the Lake 
States with lowland swamp conifers. 

HYDRIC Beaver Ponds 
HYDRIC Cypress Ponds 
HYDRIC Other hydric All other hydric physiographic site 

1Adapted from Forest survey manual, phase II: intensive inventory. (MNDNR 1981). 
2 From FIA Database Description and User Guide for Phase 2 (version: 6.0.1): O’Connell et al. (2014). 
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Summary 

This analysis is based on an augmented version of the United States Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) DataMart 

Access database for Minnesota, with additional data provided by Minnesota Department 

of Natural Resources (MNDNR). The specific additions were imputed Native Plant 

Community class and summarized volume per acre for each sampled forestland condition 

represented in the database. 

Estimates of volume by stand age are examined for each re-sampled FIA inventory plot. 

First, records corresponding to undisturbed and un-harvested plots with at least 2 

observations and with an associated native plant community imputation were selected. 

Next, records corresponding to distinct forest cover types were sequentially summarized. 

Cover types analyzed were selected because their main species were utilized at a rate 

above 100,000 cords per year (i.e., roughly greater than 3 percent of the annual harvest) 

in Minnesota. Resulting graphs and tables are summarized here and made available 

online in the form of a web application. 

Results indicate significant differences in the growth pattern and timing of stand 

development for many NPCs from the same cover types. Implications of these 

differences are relevant to bio-regional forest and habitat management planning efforts, 

as well as economic interests. 

Keywords: native plant community, timber, forest growth, yield, biodiversity, landscape 

scale planning. 
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Introduction 

A key issue for a native plant community classification system for forests is whether 

there are growth and yield differences between native plant communities (NPCs) (Aaseng 

et al. 2011, MNDNR 2003) corresponding to the same forest cover type. Recent work 

imputing NPC class for forested stands and plots in Minnesota (Wilson and Ek 2016a and 

2016b) provided a means for examining this issue.  

The USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) unit gathered data from 

6,226 permanent plots on 17,442,714 acres of forestland (5,769 plots on 15,741,291 acres 

of productive timberland) in Minnesota over the five year cycle ending in 2014 (Miles 

2014). Roughly half of these plots represent an intensified FIA sampling protocol, funded 

and conducted in partnership with Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 

(MNDNR). The current annual inventory began in 1999, with a distinct subset of the field 

plots measured each year. Each FIA plot includes four subplots covering a total of 7,238 

square feet (0.17 acres) per plot. For timberland in Minnesota, each plot represents 

approximately 2,729 acres of forest. This analysis uses estimates of forestland extent, 

volume, and condition produced from a modified version of FIA database (Wilson and 

Ek 2016b). 

The concept of site quality is an important consideration affecting many decisions related 

to stand management. Wildlife habitat relationships, harvest scheduling, economic 

outcomes, and diverse ecological values are all related to site quality and the rate at 

which trees are able to grow on a site. Site index (SI) is used by foresters to evaluate the 

combined effect of all conditions on a site relevant to the growth of trees (Carmean 1975, 

Carmean 1977, Carmean and Vasilevsky 1971, Carmean et al. 2013). SI is calculated by 

measuring the height of dominant and co-dominant (e.g., canopy) trees on a site and 

comparing the measured height to the expected height on sites with known SI. SI is 

expressed through reference to an expected height growth at some index age (usually 50 

years in the Upper Great Lake States Region). For this study the FIA version of site index 

observed for all plot conditions; SICOND (O’Connell et al. 2014) is used. 
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While the relative contribution of different physical and ecological characteristics to the 

ability of a site to grow trees is encapsulated in the concept of growing space (Nyland 

2002), SI is a quantitative and relatively easily observed means of characterizing the 

same potential for growth of trees on a site. Silvicultural activities (e.g., tending, 

harvesting, and regeneration) are a forester’s tools for directing allocation of growth 

potential to desirable stems, and maintaining efficient utilization of the site’s potential.  

In order to make good decisions on how best to capture a site’s potential through 

management, it is first necessary to understand relevant factors contributing to that 

potential. One such factor related to the current discussion is the broad observation of a 

positive relationship between biodiversity and forest productivity (e.g., Liang et al. 2016). 

This reality is a driver of the interest in assessing forest growth patterns on different 

native plant communities with underlying ecological differences. If NPC class is related 

to site quality and forest productivity, it could be used as another means to help predict 

likely growth, yield, and carbon storage potential for existing stands of varying 

developmental and ecological conditions. Thus, a working hypothesis is that there are 

significant differences in growth and yield among stands of the same cover type growing 

in different NPCs.  

 

Methods 

The FIA DataMart Access database for Minnesota (Miles 2014) was modified with the 

addition of imputed NPC class following Wilson and Ek (2016b) the MNDNR Division 

of Ecological and Water Resources classification system (Figure 1). Native plant 

community classes are defined as units of vegetation that generally have uniform soil 

texture, soil moisture, soil nutrients, topography, and disturbance regimes (MNDNR 

2003). MNDNR currently recognizes approximately 99 distinct NPC classes, with 

additional types and subtypes defined for many (MNDNR 2006).  Imputations of NPC 

class were produced for FIA condition records (e.g., records in the COND table) 

following Wilson and Ek (2016a) with additional spatial associations made between FIA 

plots and stands managed by Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Division of 

Forestry (Wilson and Ek 2016b). Volume estimates were produced for each condition 
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Figure 1.  Native plant community class code example. 
    The system employed for constructing NPC  
      class codes uses four distinct components:  
     1.) Ecological system, 2.) Floristic region,  
     3.) Moisture regime, and 4.) Nutrient regime.  
      Moisture and nutrients are ranked from low (0)  
      to high (9). 

record in the FIA Access database using a SQL update query to summarize and apply 

appropriate expansion factors to the volume associated with each live tree recorded in the 

TREE table following Bechtold and Patterson (2005) and Miles (2014). The modified 

COND table was then imported into R (R Core Team 2016) for further analysis. 

First, records corresponding to undisturbed and un-harvested plots and conditions with a 

native plant community imputation were selected. This selection included all FIA 

inventory years from 1977 to 2014. Next, records corresponding to distinct forest cover 

types were sequentially selected. Cover types analyzed were selected because their main 

species are utilized at a rate above 100,000 cords per year in Minnesota (Minnesota 

Forest Resources Report 2014 – MNDNR 2015). These selection criteria accomplish two 

things: 1) we limit our analysis to cases with sufficient data for comparison, and 2) we 

ensure that the results of the analysis are of interest to both ecological and economic 

concerns.  

Next, graphs and tables were created using the ggplot2 package (Wickham 2009). These 

graphs show the mean expectation, confidence, and prediction intervals for cubic foot 

volume from the cover type data corresponding to distinct NPC classes.  

A second order polynomial fit to the volume over age data was used to create the 

expectation and confidence intervals. Prediction and confidence intervals were calculated 

using the predict function in R for the linear model. This simple linear regression model 

follows the expectation written about by Zobel et al. 2014 that many stands will begin to 

decline as they reach ages substantially beyond optimal rotation age. In 31 of 35 cases for 

NPCs in an Aspen cover type with sufficient data, the model fit a curve which reached a 

maximum near the typical rotation age (40-50 years), and then declined as age 

                 2          4 

MHn44 
         1                  3 
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progressed. Higher variability was expected and found for older forests (> 60 years) with 

their likely increasingly complicated history.  

Additional analysis was performed using the observed change in net cubic foot volume 

for a subset of the 5,075 re-measured FIA plots existing as of 2014. For reference, total 

FIA plots measured between 1977 and 2014 is 47,396. Plots included in the current 

analysis (n=3,593) were measured more than once, had live stocking greater than 30%, 

had positive tree volume, had not been recently disturbed or harvested, were between 10 

and 180 years of age, corresponded to a forest cover type with the main species utilized at 

greater than 100,000 cords annually, and were located on sampled forestland. Although a 

small number of FIA plots meeting the necessary criteria for this analysis (n=190) have 

been measured on 3 occasions, the greater sample size associated with appropriate plots 

measured on at least 2 occasions provides vastly more data for biometric analysis. Hence, 

changes between 2 consecutive observations separated by 5 years are considered here. 

Graphs were produced showing the 5-year growth trajectory for plots from different 

forest cover types. Covariates examined as explanatory factors for observed differences 

in growth included physiographic class, site index, and NPC classification. Because the 

onset of stand decline has both economic and ecological consequences, an attempt is 

made to isolate this phenomenon statistically for each NPC. This step is important 

because simply averaging the growth of many stands may lead to the expectation of 

continued volume growth at older ages despite many stands actually becoming stagnant 

or declining. To more thoroughly examine differences in growth and timing of growth vs. 

stagnation, a binomial model characterizing the likelihood of positive volume growth 

(e.g., success) vs. stagnant or declining growth (e.g., failure) at different stand ages was 

produced for each NPC.  

Differences in growth rate, trajectory, and average age of stagnation or decline are noted 

for stands of the same forest cover type growing in different native plant communities. 

Since we know that age-class distributions are skewed substantially towards lower ages, 

the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test is used to compare median ages at which 

positive growth was observed for each forested NPC. Each combination of cover type 

and NPC represented by at least 10 observations was used in the comparison. Results for 
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each major forest cover type occurring in different native plant communities are also 

presented in graphical form. 

 

Results 

 

Example results from the analysis are presented here in Figures 2-4 and Tables 1-2. 

Additional results are made available online through a data driven application developed 

using the R shiny development framework (Chang et al. 2016, RStudio Team 2015, R 

Core Team 2016). Complete results can be accessed via: 

https://forestry.shinyapps.io/NPC_Growth_Yield/.  

The NPC Growth and Yield application provides access to all graphs and tables related to 

forest cover types and NPC classes represented by sufficient data for analysis (e.g., at 

least 10 observations). Analyses programmed into the application include: 1) a second 

order polynomial model of net cubic foot volume per acre vs. stand age, 2) a binomial 

model of positive (1) vs. stagnant or declining (0) volume growth by stand age for re-

measured plots, and 3) graphical analysis of the 5-year volume growth trajectory for re-

measured plots by forest type. Tabular outputs include: 1) Median ages and confidence 

intervals for observations of positive and stagnant or declining volume growth, 2) 

Wilcoxon rank sum test results for pairwise differences in median age for positive growth 

of different forested NPCs, 3) Stand age and volume at peak age and net cubic foot 

volume per acre at typical harvest age. 

 

https://forestry.shinyapps.io/NPC_Growth_Yield/
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Figure 2. Five-Year change in net cubic foot volume per acre by stand age for Aspen in Minnesota 

(N=1,166 plots). Growth trajectories for re-measured Aspen plots sampled by FIA (2014) are shown above. 

Line segment colors correspond to the site index (SICOND) observed for the plot. The blue line is a second 

order polynomial fit to the data with shaded areas corresponding to the 95% confidence interval around the 

mean expectation of the linear model.  

 

Figures 3 and 4 show ages at which positive (Growth Direction = 1) and stagnant or 

declining (Growth Direction = 0) volume growth was observed over a 5-year period for 

the FDN43 and MHn44 communities. Economic rotation age appears to be roughly the 

median age at which positive growth is observed for Aspen (left-most solid red line). 

Beyond that age, growth is typically either stagnant or negative. Data for this analysis 

were censored to include only stand ages above 10 years. Points along the 0 and 1 axes 

are offset randomly in a vertical plane from their true positions to allow visualization of 

data density and other characteristics associated with each FIA plot included in the 

analysis. The latest age at which a stand can be expected to not be in decline is roughly 

the median age at which Aspen is observed to be in decline (right-most solid red line). 

This corresponds closely to field forester observations that most Aspen stands are 

declining by the time they exceed 60 years. 
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Figure 3. Relationship of stand age to five-year growth direction (positive or declining) for Aspen in 
FDn43 (Northern Mesic Mixed Forest). 

 

Figure 4. Relationship of stand age to five-year growth direction (positive or declining) for Aspen in  

MHn44 (Northern Wet-Mesic Boreal Hardwood-Conifer Forest) communities.  

 

Table 1 shows a summary of significant two-way comparisons for equality in the age 

distribution for positive volume growth.  Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of positive 

vs. stagnant growth by stand age for the Aspen cover type growing in either the FDn43 or 

MHn44 communities. Table 2 shows the proportion of significant and non-significant 

two-way comparisons for equality in the age distribution for stands exhibiting positive 

volume growth. Table 3 shows Aspen cover type NPCs for which the mean expectation 

of net cubic foot volume at typical harvest age either differs significantly from the mean 

model, or is adequately predicted by a model combining all Aspen data. Figure 5 shows 

the expected growth curves and confidence intervals for NPCs in the Aspen forest cover 

type. Tables and graphs for other forest cover types and NPCs can be produced using the 

NPC Growth and Yield web application. 
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Table 1. Significant (α<=0.05) Wilcoxon rank sum test results. Significant test results indicate that the 

expected median age at which positive volume growth is observed for a forest cover type is different for the 

unique pair of NPCs tested. While growth patterns for NPCs shown in this table do differ significantly from 

the norm, most NPCs can be described adequately using a common model (Table 2). 

Forest Cover Type 
Comparison 
NPC1 : NPC2  W.statistic   p.value  

NPC1 
median age 

NPC2 
median age 

Aspen FDn33 : APn80     2,834.5   0.0085  54 37 
Aspen FDn33 : FDn32     2,277.0   0.0249  54 39 
Aspen FDn33 : FDs36        745.0   0.0136  54 37 
Aspen FDn33 : FFn67     1,723.5   0.0048  54 42 
Aspen FDn33 : FPn73     2,296.0   0.0086  54 40 
Aspen FDn33 : FPn82     3,346.0   0.0027  54 42 
Aspen FDn33 : MHc26     5,472.5   0.0007  54 39 
Aspen FDn33 : MHn35     3,700.5   0.0108  54 45 
Aspen FDn33 : WFn55     3,123.0   0.0045  54 42.5 
Aspen FDn33 : WFw54     2,111.5   0.0092  54 45 
Aspen FDs36 : FPn63          39.0   0.0487  37 47 
Aspen FDs36 : MHc37          78.5   0.0210  37 52 
Aspen FDs36 : MHn46          91.0   0.0225  37 51 
Aspen FDs36 : MHn47          25.0   0.0376  37 50 
Aspen FFn67 : MHc37        265.0   0.0442  42 52 
Aspen FFn67 : MHn45        101.0   0.0313  42 66 
Aspen FPn73 : MHc37        380.0   0.0373  40 52 
Aspen FPn73 : MHn45        145.0   0.0276  40 66 
Aspen FPn82 : MHc37        579.0   0.0435  42 52 
Aspen FPn82 : MHn45        216.5   0.0254  42 66 
Aspen MHc26 : MHc37        951.5   0.0273  39 52 
Aspen MHc26 : MHn44     2,959.5   0.0420  39 50 
Aspen MHc26 : MHn46     1,088.0   0.0260  39 51 
Aspen MHc37 : FFn67        510.0   0.0442  52 42 
Aspen MHc37 : WFn55        943.5   0.0456  52 42.5 
Aspen MHn35 : MHn45        265.5   0.0393  45 66 
Aspen MHn45 : FFn67        249.0   0.0313  66 42 
Aspen MHn45 : FPn73        345.0   0.0276  66 40 
Aspen MHn45 : FPn82        497.5   0.0254  66 42 
Aspen MHn45 : MHn35        560.5   0.0393  66 45 
Aspen MHn45 : WFw54        319.5      0.0233  66 45 
      
   Continued on next page. 
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Table 1. Significant (α<=0.05) Wilcoxon rank sum test results (Continued). 
 

Forest Cover Type  
NPC Comparison 
NPC1 : NPC2  W.statistic   p.value  

NPC1 
median age  

NPC2 
median age  

Black spruce FDn43 : FPn82     1,180.5      0.0424  70 57 
Black spruce FDn43 : WFw54        839.5      0.0316  70 44.5 
Black spruce FPn73 : FPn82        323.0      0.0188  81.5 57 
Black spruce FPn73 : WFw54        215.0      0.0439  81.5 44.5 
Black spruce FPn82 : MHn35          29.0      0.0017  57 73 
Black spruce FPn82 : WFn53        137.5      0.0063  57 77.5 
Black spruce FPn82 : WFn64          50.0      0.0172  57 71 
Aspen MHn45 : WFw54        319.5      0.0233  66 45 
Black spruce MHn35 : WFw54        100.0      0.0322  73 44.5 
Black spruce WFn53 : WFw54        266.0      0.0227  77.5 44.5 
Black spruce WFn64 : WFw54        105.5      0.0402  71 44.5 
Hard maple / basswood APn80 : FDn43        120.0      0.0238  88 78 
Hard maple / basswood APn80 : MHc37        116.0      0.0119  88 74.5 
Hard maple / basswood APn80 : MHn35        214.0      0.0195  88 73 
Northern white-cedar FDn43 : WFn53        168.5      0.0097  108 130 
Northern white-cedar FPn71 : WFn53        146.0      0.0065  102 130 
Northern white-cedar FPn82 : WFn53          37.0      0.0057  85 130 
Northern white-cedar MHn44 : WFn53          70.0      0.0013  93 130 
Paper birch FPn82 : FDn43        414.0      0.0361  83 69.5 
Paper birch FPn82 : MHc26        119.0      0.0275  83 67 
Red pine FPn82 : FDn33        119.0      0.0423  68.5 37 
Red pine FPn82 : FDn43        200.0      0.0485  68.5 38.5 
Sugar maple / yellow birch MHn35 : FDn43        551.5      0.0205  78 70 
Sugar maple / yellow birch MHn35 : MHs38        230.5      0.0028  78 60 
Tamarack FDn43 : FFn67          95.5      0.0055  69 96 
Tamarack FDn43 : FPn82        385.5      0.0022  69 90 
Tamarack FDn43 : MHn44        519.0      0.0240  69 81.5 
Tamarack FFn67 : FPn71        384.0      0.0131  96 72 
Tamarack FFn67 : WFn53          99.0      0.0104  96 45 
Tamarack FPn71 : FPn82        502.0      0.0045  72 90 
Tamarack FPn71 : MHn44        640.5      0.0259  72 81.5 
Tamarack FPn82 : WFn53        284.0      0.0108  90 45 
Tamarack MHn44 : WFn53        312.0      0.0140  81.5 45 
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Table 2. Summary of Wilcoxon rank sum test results. The Significant and Non-significant columns refer 

to the number of test results falling into each category. This test examines equivalence of age distribution 

for stands observed to have positive volume growth. 

CoverType nNPC nPlots Significant 
Non-
significant 

All 
Comparisons 

Red pine 3  108  2 1 3 
Balsam fir 3  123  1 2 3 
Black spruce 16  443  18 48 66 
Tamarack 11  333  9 12 21 
Northern white-cedar 8  272  4 6 10 
White / Red oak / Hickory 5  196  0 6 6 
Northern red oak 2  78  0 1 1 
Sugar maple/yellow birch 5  167  3 7 10 
Hard maple/basswood 8  205  3 7 10 
Aspen 21 1,373  26 184 210 
Paper birch 10  295  7 14 21 
Total 8.36  3,593  73 288 361 
Proportion   20.2% 79.8% 100.0% 

 

Table 3. Two-tailed t-test of equality to the mean expectation for net cubic foot volume at typical 
rotation age (40 years) for the Aspen forest cover type.   

NPC.Class n  Mean.CFVOL   Upr.CFVOL   Lwr.CFVOL   p.value  Model 
APn80 70  1,154   1,352   956   0.6022  Mean 
FDc34 24  1,408   1,791   1,026   0.1297  Mean 
FDn12 17  761   1,463   58   0.3562  Mean 
FDn32 53  893   1,084   702   0.0372  FDn32 
FDn33 150  1,112   1,218   1,006   0.8442  Mean 
FDn43 180  974   1,074   874   0.0138  FDn43 
FDs36 13  1,287   1,623   950   0.3020  Mean 
FFn67 31  1,108   1,379   837   0.9602  Mean 
FPn63 21  1,155   1,542   767   0.7906  Mean 
FPn73 50  970   1,210   731   0.2882  Mean 
FPn82 75  1,323   1,527   1,119   0.0367  FPn82 
MHc26 118  1,228   1,409   1,047   0.1729  Mean 
MHc37 42  1,211   1,498   924   0.4578  Mean 
MHn35 91  1,421   1,614   1,228   0.0017  MHn35 
MHn44 129  1,088   1,213   963   0.8350  Mean 
MHn45 21  1,247   2,067   427   0.7320  Mean 
MHn46 48  1,105   1,320   889   0.9772  Mean 
MHn47 13  1,472   1,790   1,154   0.0415  MHn47 
WFn53 53  727   982   472   0.0058  WFn53 
WFn55 75  1,129   1,296   962   0.7482  Mean 
WFw54 41  521   683   358   0.0000  WFw54 
Mean 1,315  1,101   1,298   905   1.0000  Mean 
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Figure 5. Net cubic foot volume growth by stand age for the Aspen forest cover type growing in 
various native plant communities (N=1,373 FIA plots). The simple growth model depicted here uses a 

second order polynomial linear regression of observed volume against stand age. Site quality is also shown 

via the SICOND variable, with better sites shown in bright green, and poor sites shown as black dots. The 

mean volume expectation is shown as a thick blue line, while the confidence and prediction intervals for 

the model are shown as darker and lighter gray shading, respectively. 

 

Discussion 

Growth models and quantitative analyses presented here provide substantial insight to 

potential management decisions relevant to each NPC and forest cover type. Figures 3 

and 4 show a binomial model of growth direction [success (1) = positive growth, failure 

(0) = no positive growth] for different combinations of NPC and cover type. It appears 

that a forest cover type can have distinct growth patterns related to the unique growing 

space provided by different native plant communities. Disturbance regimes and 

accumulated risk of disturbance associated with each NPC are dependent on climate, fire, 

insect, herbivory, or other agent commonly affecting each NPC and bio-regional 

landscape. Growth differences are initially expressed in growth rate, but are also related 

to time to peak volume (Figure 5) and onset of stand decline.  
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For example, Aspen stands tend to experience positive growth until age 50 in the MHn44 

community (Table 1). By age 58, most Aspen stands in MHn44 communities are stagnant 

or actively declining in terms of 5-year volume change. In the MHc26 community, 

however, Aspen stands tend to stagnate around age 39, with most stands observed to be 

in decline by age 63, and very few stands surviving past age 85. This equates to a 3-fold 

difference (24 years/8years) in the length of the likely harvest window around the time of 

peak growth. Growth differences are equally pronounced for Northern white cedar. In the 

MHn44 community, Northern white cedar stands tend to stagnate around age 93, with 

most stands observed to be in decline by age 95. However, in the WFn53 community, 

Northern white cedar tends to maintain positive growth until age 130, after which most 

Northern white cedar stands in the WFn53 community are also in decline. In summary, 

NPC class seems to be an important predictor of likely growth for a given forest cover 

type. Site Index further refines these distinctions, with higher SI associated with faster 

growth. 

While many NPC classes exhibit significant differences in volumetric growth and timing 

of that growth (Tables 1 and 2), these stands are the exception to the rule. Volume growth 

and yield for most NPC classes (~80%) of 361 two-way comparisons with sufficient data 

could be estimated with a common model (Table 2). Only around 20% (73) of NPC class 

comparisons examined resulted in a significant Wilcoxon rank sum test score. However, 

for those NPC classes with substantial differences in growth and yield for a given forest 

cover type, adjustments should be made to the growth expectations provided by standard 

models assuming an average site quality. 

Results reported here indicate that these kinds of differences are real and significant when 

comparisons are made across multiple NPCs. Managers should, therefore, consider these 

differences in growth rate, habit, and typical disturbance type and frequency while 

planning bio-regional habitat restoration or conservation efforts. The main consideration 

will be providing adequate supplies of appropriate habitat in suitable condition and 

growth stage on a continuous basis across portions of the landscape sufficient to maintain 

viable populations.  
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It should be acknowledged that these kinds of considerations are already included in 

management planning efforts. However, having access to information about differences 

in stand growth and the corresponding maintenance or development of ecological 

complexity will improve the effectiveness of efforts to maintain appropriate levels of 

important habitat.  

 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, imputation allows for the identification of likely NPC classifications for 

many forest inventory units; plots or stands. We can use these imputations to assess the 

distribution of NPCs across the landscape. By combining the imputed classifications with 

forest inventory data, demographic analysis of NPCs composing the bio-regional 

landscape is enabled. Examination of age class distributions and landscape coverage for 

specific NPCs can reveal broad trends and point to more specific management needs. The 

imputation approach discussed herein can provide ecological classifications and growth 

and yield data to inform ecological and economic priorities. 

From a project management perspective, utilizing imputation to classify unobserved 

stands makes a lot of sense. It might take another 10 years to collect NPC data on the 

remaining MNDNR stands (Almendinger personal communication 2015). However, 

imputation gives reasonable information now with characterization of the uncertainty 

involved with imputed classes. Extension of imputed classifications to FIA data enables 

additional characterization of NPCs across ownerships and with wall-to-wall coverage. 

While the representative sample embodied in the FIA inventory enables greater coverage 

and accuracy, there is a trade-off in the spatial and categorical / ecological detail 

characterized by the imputation. These features may also allow the Minnesota Biological 

Survey to focus their field efforts on imputed classes with lower test accuracy (e.g., 

where more observations are needed). Overall, this approach holds the potential to reduce 

the cost of obtaining ecological data for management and shorten the field inventory 

timeframe. 
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Adjustment of the NPC relevé methodology to include observation of recently disturbed 

and harvested sites may also allow extension of the current imputation approach to these 

plots and stands. Consideration of ecological conditions and relationships prevailing 

during stand regeneration/re-initiation holds the potential to improve our understanding 

of stand development pathways and complex relationships with physical and biotic 

components of the ecosystem.  

Imputation can provide us with timely and accurate knowledge of NPC distribution, 

abundance, successional state, and economic relationships. This enhanced understanding 

of landscape-scale ecological conditions can, in turn, lead to better informed management 

decisions based on the extrapolation of observed ecological conditions and growth 

parameters to very similar, nearby management units.  
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Conclusions 
 
A benefit of this imputation process is that it is based solely on typical forest inventory 

data combined with readily available climate data, broad-scale soils and physiographic 

data, ecological subsection and land type associations, and a reasonably large training 

data set with observed classifications. By comparing the observed frequency of different 

NPC classes with those matching selected characteristics, we are able to successfully 

impute detailed ecological relationships to forest inventory units. These maximum 

likelihood classifiers are predicated on a set of site and vegetation characteristics with 

known relevance to NPC classification. Using more characteristics to inform imputations 

results in better classifications, but may limit results to a subset of inventory units most 

similar to the training data. A more flexible approach allows for expansion of the 

approximation space by dropping requirements associated with certain predictor 

variables. This expansion allows for slightly less precise, but more numerous imputations 

of NPC class 

Methodology presented here produces reasonably accurate ecological classification of 

forested stand polygons and inventory units, with complete or nearly complete coverage. 

This imputation model will greatly enhance our ability to assess bioregional and 

landscape scale management priorities across Minnesota and beyond. Such information 

has rarely been available with the spatial coverage, ecological detail, and site specificity 

enabled by the research presented here.  

Patterns of error in the imputations are encouraging, and may inform future field 

inventory needs. More common and more thoroughly sampled NPCs were more 

frequently and more accurately imputed. Additional information provided by the 

imputation clusters can be used to simplify and accelerate the classification process. Error 

analysis identifies groups of imputations likely to be incorrect due to non-sampled/under-

sampled variation. Even when wrong, imputations were often for a functionally and 

ecologically similar NPC.  

While providing greater accuracy than existing imputation models able to accommodate 

complex (e.g., a combination of categorical and continuous) predictor data, the model 
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presented here also provides increased flexibility compared with previously available 

software. This flexibility can be seen in terms of the number of predictors and predictor 

levels the model is able to use, as well as in how the model adjusts its complexity to 

provide classifications for nearly all forest inventory units. These features produce a 

robust model able to identify maximum likelihood classifiers relevant to a broad range of 

biological and categorical data questions.  

The process described here efficiently classifies forest inventory units with respect to 

native plant community association. The outcome of this approach could have broad 

implications for using imputation to extend our understanding of and capacity to 

sustainably manage broadly distributed regional landscapes of forested native plant 

communities. By combining imputed classifications with forest inventory data, the 

demographic analysis of NPCs is enabled over the bio-regional landscape. Examination 

of age class distributions and landscape coverage for specific NPCs reveals broad trends 

and points to more specific management needs. This approach provides ecological 

classifications and growth and yield data to inform ecological and economic priorities.  

Overall, this approach holds the potential to reduce the cost of obtaining ecological data 

for management and shorten the field inventory timeframe. Imputation gives reasonable 

data now with good characterization of the uncertainty involved with imputed classes. 

Extension of imputed classifications to FIA data enables additional characterization of 

NPCs across ownerships and with wall-to-wall coverage. These features may allow the 

Minnesota Biological Survey to focus their field efforts on imputed classes with lower 

test accuracy (e.g., where more observations are needed).  

Adjustment of the NPC relevé methodology to include observation of recently disturbed 

and harvested sites may allow extension of the current imputation approach to these plots 

and stands. Consideration of ecological conditions and relationships prevailing during 

stand regeneration/re-initiation holds the potential to improve our understanding of stand 

development pathways and complex relationships with physical and biotic components of 

the ecosystem.  
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Imputation can provide us with timely and accurate knowledge of NPC distribution, 

abundance, successional state, and economic relationships. This enhanced understanding 

of landscape-scale ecological conditions can, in turn, lead to better informed management 

decisions based on the extrapolation of observed ecological conditions and growth 

parameters to very similar, nearby management units.  
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